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The question of how defense spending affects economic growth

has been important to both economist and political scientists for

many years. The numerous works that have been written on the

subject, however, have failed to produce any meaningful consensus

as to whether defense spending encourages or discourages economic

growth. Much of this failure can be attributed to the lack of a

compelling theory of defense spending's economic effects.

without such a theory to guide researchers, the work that has

been done has tended to vary widely in its theoretical

justifications and thus, in its model specifications and research

strategies. Some recent literature, however, has attempted to

remedy many of these problems by introducing a model of the

relationship between defense spending and the economy that is

based on a compelling and well established model of economic

growth (Mintz and Huang 1991a,b,c; Ram 1986, Ward 1991a).

This paper is an attempt to further the work of these

authors in three ways. First, section one will explore the

development of this new model, and demonstrate how it is based on

a compelling model of growth that is both well accepted and

theoretically driven. section two will concentrate on explaining

the theory behind the inclusion of defense variables in the

model. And finally, the last section will test the model for 105

countries over time.



A New Approach

The relationship between military spending and economic

growth is complex. Accordingly, the methods that have been

employed to test for the existence and nature of this

relationship have varied substantially among researchers.

The complexity of the relationship, however, is only part of

the reason why so many different models have been used. Another,

and probably more important, problem facing researchers of this

question is that "the relationship between economic growth and

military expenditures is not clearly defined in the economics

literature." Indeed, there has not traditionally been a strong

theory base available to guide researchers in this area, and this

has caused model building to be somewhat arbitrary. Lebovic and

Ishaq (1987) suggest that this has caused "the choice of

variables used in existing studies [to be] dictated as much by

data availability and a desire for simple model specification, as

by underlying economic theory" (116).

This is indeed an important problem facing researchers

interested in how the military affects the economy because the

testing of the relationship between military spending and

economic growth (or the testing of any hypothesis) is dependent

on the analytical framework in which the relationship is tested.

Thus, without a compelling theory of economic growth from which

to begin, models trying to explain how the military contributes

to (or detracts from) growth will necessarily be based on ad hoc

formulations. It is perhaps then not surprising to find that,

despite the many empirical studies which have proposed to answer
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this question (ranging from simple bi-variate correlations to

complex systems of equations involving scores of variables), no

dominant model of the proposed relationship has emerged as yet

from either political science or traditional defense economics.

Indeed, because there is no uniform source of theory, findings

have been contradictory and confusing. Rasler and Thompson

(1984) have concluded that a review of the literature in the area

is "as likely to bewilder as it is to enlighten" (quoted in Chan

1984, 405).

Saadet Deger (1986) has recognized this problem but found no

way to resolve it:

In principle, economic theory should dictate what
variables we should include in, for example, the growth
equation. In practice, theory is rarely that

precise ... The determinants of growth, saving or trade
balance are numerous... Therefore relatively ad hoc

specifications are necessary, though these need to have
intuitive plausibility. (260)

This sort of model building, however, seems inappropriate to

test a relationship that is so thoroughly grounded in the

economic theory of growth. What is needed then is to find a way

to test these relationships in the context of a model of economic

growth that is grounded soundly in economic theory and empirical

validation. Furthermore, if such a model is to be useful , it

must remain parsimonious enough to be relevant to a wide range of

cases over time. In the search for such a model a few scholars

have recently turned to the literature in economics and

specifically theory of growth.
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The development of growth theory and its use in defense studies

The subj ect of economic growth has been of interest to

academics since classical times. Many economic theorists, such

as Adam smith, David Ricardo, and Thomas Malthus have addressed

the topic. However, it was not until Keynes I General Theory

appeared that there was much interest in the development of a

model that could explain the long-term growth of the whole

national economy. The macroaggregate analysis of the General

Theory, however, prompted a revival of interest in macroeconomic

growth theories. Two men, Roy Harrod (1939) (a close personal

friend of Keynes) and Evsey Domar (1946), were the first to

develop formal frameworks for the analysis of long-run economic

growth. Taking somewhat different routes, both men arrived at

the conclusion that sustained growth is only achieved when the

national saving rate (the fraction of income saved) is equal to

the product of the capital-output ratio and the rate of growth of

the (effective) labor force. Only under these conditions could

an economy maintain a balance between its capital stock and the

supply of labor, so that steady growth could go on without the

problems of labor shortage or unemployment. This model, known

now as the Harrod-Domar model, was crucially dependent on the

essential constancy of the various factors involved. The saving

rate was considered a "fact about preferences; II the growth rate

of labor supply was seen as a demographic-sociological fact, and

the capital-output ratio was simply a technological fact. (Wan

1971; Hacche 1979; quote from Solow 1988). The implications of

this model were that in an "unmanaged capital ist economy there
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would be no automatic tendency for a full-employment equilibrium

growth path to exist." Indeed, "The possibility of steady growth

would be a miraculous stroke of luck" (Solow 1988, 10) To Harrod

and Domar this was consistent with the need for government

intervention in the economy to assure growth (an essentially

Keynesian view) . It did not, however, correspond to the fact of

steady growth that had been occurring in the united States since

the Industrial Revolution. Thus, by the end of World War II, the

Harrod-Domar model had come into question.

Harrod and Domar' s unrealistically rigid assumption of a

fixed relationship between capital, labor, and output (Hacche's

so called "fixed-coefficients technology) led Solow and others

(Tobin 1955, Swan 1956) to suggest that "in the real world

production coefficients are variable, and this provides the

economic system with a flexibility which, particularly in the

analysis of the long run, can hardly be ignored" (Hacche 1979,

35) . The remedy to this problem, according to Solow, was to

formulate a model of economic growth in which both capital and

output could increase in time faster than employment. In order

to accomplish this, he injected technological progress into the

model, and thus formed the basis for the neoclassical, or

production function framework of the analysis of growth. Led by

Solow then, "the neoclassical economists postulate a well-behaved

aggregate production function with flexible inputs" - the now

famous formulation: Y=F(K,L).

The essential framework of Solow's production function has

had remarkable staying power, and it remains the central focus of

growth theory. Indeed, most of the subsequent work that has been
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done in the field of growth economics has concentrated on either

further refinement and elaboration of Solow's original model, or

on empirical estimation of the model. It has not, however,

seriously challenged the conceptual basis of the model.

One of the most important and innovative aspects of Solow's

formulation of the growth model was that it could be estimated

and tested empirically. "Growth accounting," which was developed

by Edward F. Denison (1962, 1985), is a direct result of the

empirical nature of the production function, and may represent

the most rigorous empirical use of the model. In his various

works on the subj ect Denison showed that using Solow's basic

formulation, it was possible to empirically estimate the

contribution of various inputs to the overall output of the

economy. In the simplest version of his 'sources-of-growth'

model he attributes changes in levels of gross output to changes

in inputs of capital, (fj. K = K - K_l = I), and changes in labor,

(A L) •

Feder (1982) and others (Chenery et al. 1970) have extended

the work of Solow and Denison by developing a two sector

production function which models both the effects of each sector

on total output as well as the positive or negative effects these

sectors have on each other's output. Furthermore, using Feder's

formulation, the effects of non-optimal allocation between

sectors with different productivities can be accounted for.

Primarily concerned with the export sector, Feder suggested "that

there are sUbstantial differences between marginal factor

productivities in export oriented and non-export oriented

industries." (59) Furthermore, Feder hypothesized that the
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export sector exerted externality effects on other sectors that

were not reflected in market prices (for example, better

management techniques, the training of labor, etc.). Feder's

specification and estimation of the two sector production

function allowed for the estimation of the combined effects of

these two variables (i. e externalities and relative

productivity differences between sectors.

Another scholar, Rati Ram (1986) , adopted Feder's

formulation in his analysis of the effect of government size on

the economy. In Ram's model, the size of the government sector

was substituted for size of the export sector in Feder's model.

Ram, however, went one step further than Feder had, and estimated

the separate effects of externalities generated by the government

sector on the civilian sector. Furthermore, although he did not

estimate the productivity effect directly, Ram was able to derive

this effect from his estimates for the combined effect and the

externality effect. 1

Mintz and Huang (1991a,b,c) have incorporated the model into

the realm of defense economics.2 Following Feder and Ram, they

have developed a framework which provides a formal

rationalization for the incorporation of defense spending

variables into the sources of growth equation. Like Ram, they

assume that the economy is composed of both a government and a

civilian sector. Unl ike Ram, however, they disaggregate the

1. Ram's article has generated some criticism by other economists (see Carr 1989, and Rao 1989). This criticism is
concerned mainly with the assumptions that drive Ram's theoretical derivation of the model. However, as Ram points
out in his response (1989), "the comments by Carr... have only minor implications," and "Rae's comment regarding the
models and assumptions seems to matter little." (284)

2. In an earlier study, Biswas and Ram (1986) has also tested for the relationship between size of the defense sector and

growth of the economy. However, this was done by simply replacing the government sector with the military sector.
Mintz and Huang have shown, however, that the disaggregation of government into two components, the military and

non-military, is a superior formulation.
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government sector into it military and non-military components

thus providing a means of isolating the effects of the military

sector on the rest of the economy.

The original Mintz-Huang formulation (1991a) provided for

the estimation of the overall effect of military spending on the

economy. A second formulation, however, made it possible to both

separately and directly estimate the effects of productivity

differences between sectors, as well as the 'externality effects'

that the military exerted on the civilian sector (1991).3 The

present form of the model (and the form used in this analysis)

then suggests that output is a function of changes in capital,

labor, military spending, and non-military government spending.

Furthermore, the model takes into account both externality

effects between sectors, as well as the effects of relative

productivity differences between sectors.

As can be seen from the above discussion, there has been

significant progress made in the formulation of a compelling

model in which to test defense spending's effects on the economy.

However, this literature is far from complete. Because this

primary work has focused on justifying the formulation of the new

model, relatively little has been done to clarify exactly what is

meant by and included in the terms "externality effect",

"productivity effect" or "direct effect". If these relationships

do indeed exist, what exactly are the mechanisms through which

they operate? How does the defense sector exert externalities on

3. Several authors who have tried to estimate the separate effects of productivity differences and externalities using this
model, have formed their theoretical models directly from the Mintz-Huang equation. These formulations have been
criticized by Mintz and Huang who argue that the equation modeling the separate effects must be drawn directly from
the original Ram formulation.
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the civilian sector, and what are these externalities? How does

the differences in productivities between sectors affect economic

growth? To find the answers to these questions one must turn to

the vast literature on defense and growth which has preceded the

development of this new model.

Literature Review

The literature on the subject of defense spending and

economic growth has benefited from several excellent and

comprehensive reviews (Chan 1984, 1988; Lindgren 1984; Grobar and

Porter 1989; Nueman 1978; Looney 1988). These reviews have tried

to address all of the many theoretical and methodological

questions that have been a part of the study of military spending

and the economy. This review then, will not repeat what has

already been done, but will instead examine the literature in

light of the questions raised above (i.e.- What are the specific

mechanisms through which the military affects the economy?).

The Military Sector and Capital Formation

One potentially negative effect of defense spending on the

economy is decreased civilian investment (investment being seen

as equal to the rate of change of capital). 4 The two most

important ways in which this dampening can occur are through the

4. Economic theory holds that investment is an essential part of economic growth. By adding to the physical capital of a

nation, investment increases the absolute level of the country to produce goods and services. Also, if investment increases
faster than labor, it improves the capital-labor ratio which in tum increases the productivity of labor and results in

higher economic growth. This relationship between investment and growth has been widely upheld by empirical tests,
and has indeed become a basic tenant of growth economics. One of the best known of these studies has been done by
Edward Denison. Denison's work has shown that one fifth of the nearly three percent annual growth of the U.S. economy
was due to investment (Denison 1985, p. 30).
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'crowding out' of private investment and the creation of

production bottlenecks that stifle civilian investment (Deger

1986; Degrasse 1983; and Cappelen, Gleditsch and Bjerkholf 1984;

smith 1980; Rasler and Thompson 1988).

CROWDING-OUT

Deger and smith (1983) have suggested that crowding out is

one of the most important ways in which defense spending dampen

civilian investment. The logic of this argument is that because

increases in spending for defense necessitate either higher taxes

or higher borrowing by governments, they absorb funds that would

otherwise have gone (at least partly) to civilian investment.

Likewise, Mosely (1985) argues that when defense spending is

financed by government borrowing, higher demand is placed on

money markets. This demand drives up interest rates, which in

turn increases the cost of investment funds for other borrowers

(i.e. - civilian investors).

Dommen and Maizels (1988) point out that in order for this

argument to be valid, one must assume that the resources which

are used for the armed forces are unproductive relative to the

civilian sector, "in the sense of contributing to capital

formation" (378). Indeed, if military and civilian investment

have similar productivities with respect to capital formation

then crowding out of one by the other would make little

difference in the aggregate economy. Despite Dommen and Maizels

warning, however, the assumption seems a plausible one.

Investment in weapons systems does not contribute to capital

formation to the same extent that investment in such things as

machines or highways does. Likewise, other military equipment
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that can contribute to capital formation (like trucks and

transport planes), tends to be used in less productive capacities

(to move troops or weapons instead of goods that will be used to

add to the output of the nation).

PRODUCTION BOTTLENECKS

Another important way that defense expenditures can depress

civilian investment is through the creation or exacerbation of

production bottlenecks. In industries where defense procurement

demand competes with civilian investment demand, defense spending

can produce shortages in critical production materials as well as

in other inputs such as technicians and scientists.

Mosely (1985) provides a particularly revealing example of

the strains that military procurement can put on the industrial

resources of a country. Recalling the u.s. military's aborted

plan for the deployment of land-based mobile MX missiles, Mosely

points out that, if the program had gone into effect, it would

have required forty percent of the total u.s. cement production

for three years (73). It is easy to see how this huge increase

in demand for such a basic input of industrial production would

have created severe short-term supply problems to civilian

industries dependent on stable supplies of cement.

TECHNOLOGICAL SPIN-OFF

Whereas 'crowding-out' and production bottlenecks affect

capital development quantitatively, technological spin-offs

effect it qualitatively. The spin-off argument supposes that as

governments either develop or import weapons systems, they gain

use of technologies not previously available in the economy. To

the extent that these technologies become available and are put
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to use in the civilian sector, the capital output ratio in these

sectors will increase (i. e positive spin-offs, or

'externalities' will occur).

Despite the generally accepted logic of the spin-off

argument, however, some researchers have questioned its relevance

for developing countries. Deger and Sen (1983) have found in a

time series analysis of India, that "the beneficial spin-offs

generally discussed in the literature are much less than what is

claimed" (80). Their analysis is particularly convincing because

it focuses only on the effects of spin-offs in industries that

have strong direct 'technological linkages' with the defense

sector (electronics for example). If these sectors show no

positive benefits from influxes of military technology, then

their is little reason to expect the wider economy to benefit

from such spin-offs.

others (Ball 1988; Maizels and Nissanke 1987) point out that

many Third World countries import most, if not all of their

weapons, and these economies often can not reproduce the

technology of the weapons they import. Furthermore, these

scholars suggest that, since most of the arms imported by the

Third World are not very sophisticated, the technological spin

offs stemming from these weapons are probably minimal.

Traditionally, the case for technological spin-off has been

much stronger for the developed world. In economies with large

defense industries and huge R&D budgets, there is a much greater

potential for the development of innovative technologies within

the defense sector. Furthermore, the relative sophistication of
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civilian technology allows for the incorporation of new military

technologies into the civilian sector.

Some have suggested, however, that the developed world may

have surpassed the level of technological sophistication in which

spin-offs are most relevant. Mosely (1985) makes the point that

"the increasing divergence of military and civilian technologies

and the industrial secrecy surrounding military

research ... inhibits its diffusion and application to civilian

purposes" (81).

Mary Kaldor (1981) echoes this view when she suggests that

the spin-off effects of military technology may be much greater

at low levels of technological sophistication, and that high

spending for technologies which produce only marginal

improvements may have reached a point of diminishing returns in

developed economies. Kaldor does, however, recognize that in the

early stages of technological development, the defense markets

and the R&D "climate" provided by military spending can be

important to the development of important civilian industries

(she gives the u.S. electronics industry as an example).

While most of the theoretical explanations of the

relationship between mil itary spending, investment and growth,

posit a negative effect, some scholars have suggested that the

investment dampening effects of defense spending may not be as

important as the literature suggests. Bruce Russett (1969) has

argued that increases in defense spending come mainly at the

expense of private consumption not private investment.

Furthermore, Pryor (1968) makes the same argument for communist

countries. I f this is indeed true, then increases in defense
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spending, while they might exert a negative effect on

consumption, would not hinder private investment.

The Military Sector and Human Capital Development

Although most scholars agree that the defense sector exerts

an some effect on the civilian sector via human capital

development (i.e. - development of labor), these scholars do not

agree on whether the effect is positive or negative. Indeed,

those who have addressed the question fall into two very distinct

and opposite camps. One group sees defense spending as

contributing to human capital formation in the civilian sector

through its modernizing and educational roles. The other group

suggests the opposite, that is that the use of resources by the

military reduces the ability of governments to allocate resources

to education, health and other such programs which are essential

to human capital development in the civilian sector (i.e - guns

butter trade-offs).

Emile Benoit (1972, 1973, 1978) has been one of the leading

proponents of the view that the military has a positive effect on

human capital development. Benoit (focusing on underdeveloped

countries) suggests that, in as far as the military educates its

personnel, provides medical care, and teaches vocational and

technical specialties, it plays a modernizing role. Indeed, his

cross-national test of forty-four developing nations seemed to

bear out the conclusion that defense spending in the Third World

promotes economic growth.
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Benoit's study, however, has been highly criticized, and

much of the subsequent work discounts the educational and

developmental role of the military in favor of other negative

effects of the military on the economy (Lim 1983; Ball 1988).

Benoit's argument, however, is far from dead. It continues to be

put forward in the literature by such researchers as Stephanie

Neuman (1978), who has suggested that the educational role of the

military was very important in the modernization of pre

revolutionary Iran. She points out that the Shah's military

(supported by the U.S.) were training thousands of technicians,

and that "these students, schooled in electronics, engineering,

mechanics, and management, provide needed skills to the military

and the rest of society as well" (589). Similarly Weede (1983)

has emphasized the role the military in teaching discipline and

obedience to the labor force (qualities which, he suggests, are

essential for development).

Robert Looney (1991), in a very recent work, also discusses

the impact of military spending on human capital development.

His conclusions, based on a study of seven Arab countries,

suggest that even if the military sector does not add to human

capital development, it at least does not hinder it.

GUNS-BUTTER TRADEOFFS

A second perspective on the military's role in human capital

development is that, because governments can increase military

spending only at the expense of welfare items such as education

and health, increases in defense spending will hurt human capital

development. The scholars who have put forward this argument

suggest that, faced with limited resources, governments
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inevitably make trade-offs between Guns and Butter.5 Thus, if the

military commands an increasing share of national resources,

other programs necessarily suffer. Furthermore, some authors

have suggested that when government revenue is increasing (either

through taxation or deficit spending) and allocations to both

welfare and defense grow at the same time, trade-offs can still

exist. In this case, however, the trade-off occurs between the

relative growth of the two budgetary categories (Mok and Duval

1991) .

The early empirical work that was done on the guns-butter

question (mainly for the U. S.) confirmed the existence of a

trade-off (Russett 1969). However, these early studies were

highly criticized, and subsequent analysis denied that trade-offs

occurred, at least for the developed countries (Russett, Mintz,

others) . The debate, however, continues, and some recent work

has suggested that the relationship may be more complex than

previous studies have recognized.

In one such study, Saadet Deger (1985) has suggested that

developed countries pay the cost of defense mainly through

decreased investment and not from trade-offs with education. In

developing countries, however, education and the social wage may

be more susceptible than investment to reduction because growth

programs, which are often the first priority of Third World

governments, emphasize investment growth. Furthermore, while

Deger recognizes that "the military establishment [in the Third

World] might take on some of the roles of civilian authority in

5. Crecine's identity is the cornerstone of the guns-butter literature. This identity (Military spending + Non-military
spending = Revenue + Deficit) was called by President Esienhower the 'great equation', which necessitates trade-offs of
some kind.
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human resource development and ease the task of the state

education sector," she goes on to conclude that "in the absence

of such factors, however, there may be considerable negative

effects on human capital formation due to high defense

spending ... Given an upper limit on national budgets, an increase

in military burden could be at the expense of education or health

spending and thus may also have adverse consequences on the human

capital of the nation" (ibid, 39). Indeed, Deger's evidence

seems to bear out this conclusion. For a sample of fifty

underdeveloped countries, Deger's empirical analysis showed that,

"An increase in defense burden most certainly reduces education

spending, taking all interdependent effects together" (ibid,

46) •

6

Another important study has recently focused attention on

possible trade-offs in the developed countries. Using the same

essential logic as Deger's analysis, Mintz and Huang (1991) have

suggested that while it is true that the guns-investment trade-

off is probably more important than the guns butter trade-off in

developed countries, the negative effects of defense spending on

investment will indirectly lead to lower education spending just

the same. If investment promotes economic growth, and economic

growth promotes welfare spending, then the negative, indirect

effect of defense spending on welfare spending is clearly

negative. Using a three equation model, Mintz and Huang tested

this hypothesis on time-series data for the U. S., and indeed

found support for all the links in their model.

6. An important limitation of Deger's study, however, is that he used a static cross-national design to model trade-offs.
This is clearly an inappropriate way to test for a relationship that, if it indeed exists, would necessarily be a dynamic one.
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Relative Productivity Differences

One imortant effect the military sector can have on the

economy comes as a result of intersectorial productivity

di fferences between the mil i tary and civ i.L ian sectors. In a

perfectly efficient economy all resources are allocated to their

most productive uses. For capitalist economies this allocation

is done through the working of the market. Government spending,

however, represents a market distortion (whether good or bad) in

which some resources are allocated apart from the market. This

means that market mechanisms do not operate to equalize

productivities between the market and non-market sectors. Thus,

in the absence of optimal allocation by the government (the

probability of which approaches zero), relative productivity

differences between the sectors are likely to persist. Thus, if

the military sector is more productive relative to the rest of

the economy, resources allocated to the sector will produce more

output than if these resources had gone elsewhere. Likewise,

resources allocated to a relatively less productive military

sector will not contribute to growth as much as they might have

in the civilian sector.

Inflation, Unemployment, and Consumer Demand

Many of the authors who have suggested that military

expenditure have a direct, positive effect on economic growth

concentrate on the effects of defense spending on unemployment,

inflation, and consumer demand. (Benoit 1972; Lim 1983; Kennedy

1974, 1983). These authors maintain that increased military
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spending stimulates employment, mild inflation and aggregate

demand. When companies hire workers to build weapons or

barracks, or the military expands its rosters, jobs are created.

Likewise, (if savings remain constant) this short-term rise in

employment must increase consumer demand because more people have

money to spend. This increase in demand will cause mild

inflation that will stimulate greater production and economic

growth.

Despite the compelling logic of this scenario, however, many

scholars have found fault wi th it. Faini, Arnez, and Taylor

(1984) point out that this line of reasoning "will presumably

apply more to industrialized countries than to the rest of the

world. In poor countries, shortages of crucial production inputs

such as capital stock, skilled labor, and foreign exchange to

purchase required intermediate imports are more likely to limit

output than aggregate demand." (488). In other words, aggregate

demand in poor countries is probably sufficient to absorb current

supply and may indeed (because of production bottlenecks) out

pace supply. Thus, if increases in defense spending stimulate

aggregate demand the existing production bottleneck problems will

only be exacerbated.

Another point, made by Mosely (1985), is that, to the extent

defense spending is financed by greater taxes, it will decrease

the disposable income available to consumers. This drop in

disposable income will cause a drop in consumer demand that will

act to dampen any gains made through employment (66). Other

scholars have also down played the effects of military spending

on aggregate demand. Indeed, Chan (1984) has suggested that,
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even if the result of defense spending is higher aggregate demand

and economic growth, this will only be a short-run phenomenon

which will be quickly negated by the negative impact of military

spending on investment and other areas of the economy (Deger and

smith 1983).

One important problem for the proponents of the positive

effects of defense spending through increased employment and

inflation has been that the existence of such a relationship has

not yet been convincingly demonstrated empirically. Indeed, Chan

(1985) concludes that a survey of the available evidence does not

give support for either a short-term inflationary effect of

defense spending, or a long-term positive effect on employment

(419-420) .

In summary, the literature suggests that investment, human

capital, technology, productivity, and aggregate demand are all

important mechanisms through which the effects of military

spending on the economy are felt. In the past, however, these

relationships have not been tested in the context of a compelling

model of economic growth. The Mintz-Huang formulation, however,

provides such a model by allowing for the conceptualization of

these influences in terms of an overall effect, an externality

effect and a direct effect. In the next section of the paper,

then, the Mintz-Huang formulation is specified exactly, and an

empirical model is estimated using time-series data for 105

countries.
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Testing the Relationship

Thus far the use of this new model in testing the

relationship between defense spending and economic growth has

been limited to only a few case studies. (Mintz and Huang 1991a;

Ward 1991a) Part of the reason for the use of case studies is

that the time-series nature of the case study provides the most

valid means of testing the dynamic relationships portrayed in the

model. static, cross-national studies, however, while providing

the basis for comparative analysis, fail to properly capture

these dynamic relationships. Thus far then, studies which have

used this model have not provided evidence upon which a

generalizeable relationship between defense spending and economic

growth can be based. This section of the paper will attempt to

remedy the problem of generalizing the model, while at the same

time maintaining the methodological advantages of the time-series

deign. This will be done by applying the model to time-series

data for each of 105 countries.

Specification of the Model

The model which was described at the beginning of this paper

has been derived by Mintz and Huang (1991d) following Feder's

multi-sector production function framework. Mintz and Huang have

divided the economy into three sectors, the civilian sector (C),

the military sector (M), and the government non-military sector

(N). Assuming that output in each sector depends on the inputs

of labor (L) and capital (K), and that the output of the military

and non-military sectors have separate effects on output in the
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non-government sector, production functions for the three sectors

were formed as follows (pp. 1-4):

(1)

(2)

(3)

M=M(Lm' Km)

where subscripts denote sectorial inputs. The total inputs

are then:

(4a) Lc+Ln+Lm=L

(4b) Kc+Kn+Km=K

The total output (Y) is just the sum of the outputs of the

three sectors:

(4c) Y=C+N+M

Suppose that the marginal factor productivities in the three

sectors differ by a factor of 6.i, i=n,m, that is,

(5a) (NrlCd =(NKlCK) =(1+ <5 N)'

(5b) (MrlCd=(MKlCK)=(1+6" M)'
where uppercase subscripts denote partial derivatives of the

production functions with respect to the subscripted input. By

manipulating the production functions, and using (4) and (5), the

following equation of economic growth can be derived:

(6) Y/Y = (I/Y) + (L/Y) + (6"�+Cn) (N/Y) + (S Im+Cm) (ivy)
where a dot over the variable indicates its differentiation

with respect to time; for example Y=dY/dt. The parameter is the

marginal product of capital (K) in the (C) sector and I=dK/dt is

investment; and is the elasticity of non-government output (C)
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with respect to (L). cf I
i equals & i I (l+b i)' i=n,m, and is the

direct effect of sector i on economic growth. Ci, i=n,m, on the

other hand, represents the marginal externality effect of sector

i on the rest of the economy. The sum of � i and c. (i=n,m) is

interpreted as the overall effect of sector i on economic

performance.

While in equation (6) the coefficient ( &, n+Cn) gives an

indication of the overall effect of the military on the economy,

it does not allow for the separate estimation of the externality

effects apart from the direct effects. However, in a later paper

Mintz and Huang (1991c) have attempted a further specification

which can accompl ish this. Assuming that Nand M affect the

production of C with constant elasticities of nand m'

respectively:

(7a)

(7b)

It can then be shown that,

( 8 a ) a CId N�C�en. ( CIN) ,

(8a) dC/dM�C�emC> (C/M) ,

Equation (6) can now be rewritten as:

•

(9) Y/Y
,

(I()( (I/Y) + J1 (L/Y) + [ V n+ e n (C/N) ] (N/Y) + ( J'm+ e m

.

" (C/M) ] (M/Y) •

By rearranging the terms, this equation becomes

(9) �/Y = Ot(I/Y)+,8(L/Y)+O�(N/y)+en [(N-/N) (C/Y) J+ J�(M/Y)+8m
-I (M/M) (C/Y) ] •
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Where

e j (i=n,m) is the elasticity measure of the externality

effect, and can be interpreted as the "effect of the interaction

between the growth rate of sector i and the share of the non

government sector (C) in total output (Y) on economic growth"

(ibid, 3). Likewise 5'j is seen as the direct effect and can be

interpreted, at least in part, as a measure of the effect of

intersectorial productivity differences.

By converting the instantaneous change rate of variables in

equations (6) and (9) to their discrete equivalents (for example

Y/Y becomes fl Y/Y-t> , and further assuming that a linear

relationship exists between the real marginal productivity of

labor in a given sector and the average output per labor in the

economy, two empirically estimatable equations can be formed:

(10) AY/Y_1 = O«I/Y_t>+ fJ ( 6. L/L_t>+(cf�+Cn) ( 4 N/Y_l)+(�+Cm) (

A M/Y -1) ,

(11) 6. Y/Y -1
= 0< (I/Y -1) + /1 ( A L/L_1) + s'. ( b N/Y -t> + en [(

L\ N/N -1) (C/Y -t> ] + 6'm ( A M/Y -t> +e m [( A M/M_t> (C/Y -1 ) ] •

Where Y is GNP, I is investment, L is employment of labor

(proxied by population), military spending is M, and nonmilitary

government spending is N.

Data

Data on GDP, population, government consumption of goods and

services, and gross domestic investment were taken from the data

set that has been made available from the International
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comparison Project headed by Robert Summers and Alan Heston. The

data are valued at 1980 international prices, and the exact

methods of data collection and tabulation can be found in Summers

and Heston (1984, 1988). Data on military spending were taken

from SIPRI I S yearbook, World Armaments and Disarmament (1974,

1979, 1980, 1989; see appendix 1B for definitions, sources and

methods) . The data on military expenditure was collected in

constant dollars and standardized to 1980 dollars using the u.S.

consumer price deflator, which was taken from the statistical

abstract of the united States.

All data refer to the time periods given in Table 1. For

each country the time periods represent the first and last year

for which comparable data was available.

The Summers-Heston data set includes 130 countries of which

military expenditure data where not available for 16.

Furthermore, the Summers-Heston data did not include gross

domestic investment, or government consumption of goods and

services for 9 centrally planned economies (namely China,

Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, East Germany, Hungary, Poland, Romania,

USSR, Yugoslavia). Finally, the total number of countries for

which data for reasonably long time-series were available was

105.7

Issues about the Data

� comparability

7. Judgments concerning the inclusion shorter time-series were made liberally because the design of the study allows the
reader to judge each series on its own merits and to discount any series found objectionable.
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The use of the SIPRI data along with the ICP data seems at

first a dubious proposition. The SIPRI data are valued using

exchange rates, while the ICP project has explicitly rejected

exchange rates and valued their estimates using 'international

prices' . The ICP researchers have indeed argued that, because

exchange rates are based only on the prices of internationally

traded goods, they consistently undervalue the output of

developing countries. Indeed, Summers and Heston's estimates of

output for developing countries tend to be much higher than

estimates valued using exchange rates. Likewise, in developed

countries, where almost all goods are traded internationally, the

ICP estimates are very close to those valued using exchange

rates.

This study has used military expenditure data which was

converted from domestic currencies by means of exchange rates.

The use of this data with the ICP estimates is justifiable only

because the vast majority of military expenditures go to purchase

weapons or labor, and both these items are internationally

traded. Consequently, military expenditure values converted

using exchange rates should be very similar to those that would

have been derived, had the data had been collected using the ICP

method.

2. Labor

Following Ram (1986) and others (Ward 1991a; Lebovic and

Ishaq 1987), this study uses the rate of population growth (P) in

place of the rate of increase in labor (L).

al though this is not a good proxy in some

As Ram points out,

cases, it has the

advantage that data on population tend to be reliable, whereas
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time-series data on labor force are rare and of questionable

qual ity , particularly for the less developed countries. Also

Lebovic and 1shaq (1987) have suggested that, "Because labor

participation rates show little volatility in the short run, the

population growth rate may be used instead of L/L. " (118)

� Military Expenditure Data

Many scholars have criticized the quality of the military

expenditure data which is available cross-nationally (see Ball

1984; West 1987; Brzoska 1981). These criticisms tend to focus

on the incomparability of the data cross-nationally, as well as

on the uncontrollably of the data collection and reporting

procedures of the major sources.

Of the three major sources of military expenditure data

(S1PR1, ACDA, and 11SS), all use a combination of international

and national def initions of mil itary expenditure. Thus, the

comparability of countries using different definitions is highly

questionable. 8 This analysis, however, does not require direct

comparison of data across countries, but only comparison of

results derived from individual time-series. The comparability

problem then, is not severe in this analysis.

Several other important problems with the major data sources

for military expenditures are generated by the procedures

followed by the collecting agencies. These procedures, regarding

deflation rates, exchange rates, and methods of data can effect

the validity of time-series designs. Brzoska (1981) has compared

the maj or sources and discussed these procedural issues. His

8. SIPRI, the source used in this study, uses national definitions of military expenditure except
(see SIPRI 1979, p.27 for these definitions).

for NATO, WIO, and China
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conclusion is that, while he can not praise SIPRI, this source

clearly presents fewer problems than the other major sources

(ACDA and IISS). In his conclusion, Brzoska can "raise no

specific criticism about SIPRI." However, he warns that the

sources should not be used uncritically.

Methodology

This part of the paper estimates equations (10) and (11)

using the ordinary least squares regression procedure (OLS).

OLS, however, was not appropriate for all of the countries for

both equations. In many cases (and in all cases for equation

(11» the data did not conform to the basic assumptions of the

multiple regression procedure. In these cases, appropriate

statistical procedures were employed to overcome the problems.

These procedures, as well as some other pertinent methodological

questions, are discussed below.

� Multi-collinearity

Mintz and Huang (1991a) have suggested that

multicollinearity is often a problem in the study of the guns

growth trade-off. Thus, it was necessary for this study to test

specifically for the existence of collinearity among the

independent variables in the model. Accordingly, a variance

generated for each of theinflation factor statistic (VIF)

105 time-series in equation (10).

of collinearity, and it is

was

The VIF statistic is a measure

more sensitive than simple

correlations because it can detect collinearity between a given
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variable and all of the independent variables combined - instead

of just between pairs of variables.9 There is some difference of

opinion regarding the interpretation of the VIF, so in this

study, a conservative interpretation was employed. That is, if

the VIF statistic was greater than 5, collinearity among the

independent variables was assumed. In all but three of the time-

series for equation (10), the VIF statistic proved to be less

than 5. 10 This result then, provides confidence that

collinearity among the independent variables in equation (10) is

not a problem.

Collinearity was a much greater problem in the estimation of

equation (11). Tests of correlation among the independent

variables in this equation show that the externality and

productivity variables are consistently collinear at

approximately the .9 level.

Traditionally, the methods employed to deal with

collinearity have not been very satisfying. These have included

dropping one or more of the independent variables, creating a

composite index of the collinear variables, or adding data points

to break the pattern of collinearity. None of these methods,

however, are appropriate for this study. Dropping variables from

an already parsimonious and theoretically driven model is

unacceptable; creating an index of the collinear variables

defeats the purpose of separate estimation; and data to extend

the sample is not available.

9. Simple correlation matrices using all the independent variables did not show strong collinearity between any pairs of
variables in equation (10).

10. The three cases in which the VIF was greater than five were Egypt, Somalia, and Iraq. For these countries ridge
regression was employed in the manner discussed below.
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Mintz and Huang (1991), however, have suggested another

approach for dealing with collinearity in the analysis of defense

spending and economic growth. They suggest using the ridge

regression estimator as an alternative to the above methods.

Their explanation of ridge regression is as follows:

The idea behind ridge regression is the introduction of
a small and known amount of bias in the estimation of
the regression equation in exchange for substantially
reducing the inflated variances associated with

multicollinearity and thus stabilizing the regression
coefficient estimates. (ibid, 4)

Mintz and Huang further point out that, since its

introduction in 1970, many researchers from different fields have

demonstrated the superiority of ridge regression over OLS when

faced with collinearity among explanatory variables (see Mintz

and Huang 1991, p. 4 for these cites).

A detailed explanation of how ridge regression handles the

multicollinearity problem is provided by Mintz and Huang (1991a)

and appears in the appendix of this paper. For those less

schooled in statistics, however, the most important point to

understand about the use of ridge regression is that, while it

does introduce some bias into the estimates produced by the

regression equation, this bias is small in comparison to the

reduction of variance inflation that is achieved. 11

2. Autocorrelation

The Durbin-watson statistic of the OLS residuals was used to

determine the existence of first-order autocorrelation in each of

the time-series for equations (10) and (11). For those cases in

which the Durbin-watson statistic indicated the existence of

11. A Time Series Processor (TSP) program, which is provided in Mintz and Huang (1991a), was used to apply ridge
regression to the data.
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first-order autocorrelation, the generalized least squares (GLS)

estimation method was used instead. 12 In cases in which both

multicollinearity and autocorrelation where present, the GLS

procedure was included in the ridge regression program in the

manner suggested by Ward (1991b) 13

� Simultaneity

Problems of simultaneity bias are problematic in studies of

military spending and the economy. If it is true that economic

growth has a strong influence on military spending, then

coefficients obtained by OLS will be biased and inconsistent.

Indeed, several scholars, assuming that just such an influence

exists, have specifically adjusted their research designs to

combat this problem (Faini, Arnez, and Taylor 1984; Deger 1986;

and Deger and smith 1983, use three stage least squares

estimation to do this). Some other work, however, has suggested

that the supposed influence that economic growth has on military

spending is not easily demonstrated. Deger and Sen (1983) argue

that, when security factors are taken into account, economic

performance has little to do with military spending. These two

authors have shown using a formal optimizing model, that defense

burden in LDC' s is principly determined by strategic factors

(such as security threat), and is relatively autonomous of

economic factors. A very recent study also confirms the absence

of simultaneity. Abdur Chowdhury (1991), using Granger analysis

to test for simultaneity between economic growth and defense

12. The Yule-Walker estimation of GLS was the method employed for all cases except those in which multicollinearity was

also a problem. In these cases the Cochran-Orcutt method was used in order to provide uniformity to the data

subsequently analyzed by the ridge procedure.
13. One difference with Ward was the use of the Cochran-Orcutt method of GLS as specified in the previous note.
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spending, found that for fifty-five LDC's, time-series data did

not support a reciprocal relationship.

Results

The results in Table 1 are for equation (10). The

coefficient of most interest for this paper is ( which

is an estimate of the total effect of military spending on

growth. An examination of Table 1 shows quite clearly that,

while military spending does have significant effects in a few

economies, there exist no statistically significant relationship

between rate of change of military spending and economic growth

on the whole. Indeed, the results of are robust in their

insignificance. In only 19 countries (18 percent) did rate of

change of military expenditure reach significance at even the .1

level [only 8 7 .5 percent) reaching significance at the .05

level! ] 14 In general, this evidence seems to strongly refute

both the contention that there is a significant, immediate trade-

off between military spending and growth, and also the opposite

argument that military spending promotes growth. A closer look

at the specific cases which were significant, however, raises

some interesting points.

The group of countries in which military spending was

significant is somewhat diverse, and it would be dangerous to

draw any strong conclusions about them. However, there seems to

be one trend worth noting. countries which face a high security

14. The countries reaching significance at .05 were Ireland (+), Spain( +), Argentina (-), Australia (-), Sierra Leone (+),
Uganda (+), Israel (+), and Taiwan (+); at .1 were Iran (+), Jordan (+), South Korea (+), Oman (+), Canada (+),
Dominican Republic (-), EI Salvador ( + ), Nicaragua ( + ), Panama ( + ), and Ecuador ( + ).
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threat, seem to be overly represented among those countries with

significantly positive coefficients (11 out of 20). Israel,

Taiwan, Iran, Iraq, Jordan, and South Korea, and Somalia all face

continuing security problems. Furthermore, Nicaragua, EI

Salvador, and Uganda all faced extended periods of security

threat from internal actors. While this group does not include

all the countries in the study which are in volatile security

situations, it represents a sUbstantial majority of those cases.

Another interpretation of these results is also possible.

All the countries mentioned as facing a security threat also

receive, or have received substarrtLa l amounts of mil i tary aid.

Military aid (and aid in general) is often mentioned as a way

that Third World countries can avoid the economic costs of

defense. This evidence would seem to support that view.

Turning now to the other variables in equation (10), it was

not surprising to find that investment plays an important part in

economic growth. Indeed, the variable was significant and

positive in 49 of the countries in the sample (47 percent), In

only one case, Saudi Arabia, was it significant and negative.

This result provides some confirmation that the model is indeed a

good one for studying issues of economic growth.

The results for Labor growth (proxied by population growth)

are some what disconcerting. Although it has been clearly shown

in the economics literature that labor growth is an important

element in the total growth of the economy, only 23 of the

countries in the sample had significant coefficients for the

labor variable. Furthermore, 10 of these were negative. It could

be that population is not a good proxy for labor force. In
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countries in which their is a surplus of labor, increased

population is likely to exacerbate existing production

bottlenecks without increasing the effective labor force. Also,

in many Third World countries, the age composition of the

population makes population growth a problem. In these countries

forty percent of the population is typically in the "non-

productive" age brackets (compared with 30 percent in developed

countries; Hogendorn 1987). Hogendorn (1987) argues that, "These

dependents, contributing relatively little in labor power, but

making heavy demands on food, shelter, clothing, and education,

are an extra burden on an LDC's resources" (196).

The results for non-military government spending are

consistent with Ram's analysis of the effects of government size

on economic performance. Indeed, in terms of the direction and

number of significant coefficients in the sample, the results are

strikingly similar (Ram 1986).� These two results taken

together, leave little room to doubt that the overall effect of

non-military government spending on the economy is positive

generally, and negative rarely. 16

Turning now to the results of the estimation of equation

(11); table 2 presents the coefficients and t ratios for each

country for equation (11). Table 3 summarizes those results.

The results for the military spending coefficients are consistent

with the previous equation. Estimating the effects of

externalities generated by the military sector separate from the

other direct effects does little to improve the significance of

15. Ram reports 56 out of 115 positive and significant coefficients, and this analysis produced XX.
16. No countries in Ram's analysis showed significantly negative (alpha = .05) effects of the government sector, and in only

one country in this study (Australia) did non-military government spending prove significant at .05.
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the military sector on the economy. At the .05 level of

significance (t-ratio > 1.96) only 10 countries have significant

externality effects on output, although these tend to be in the

positive direction (7 are positive). 17 Regarding the direct

effects, only 12 countries have significant coefficients, with

seven positive and five negative coefficients. 18 The lack of

significance for the military sector coefficients suggests that

there is no consistent, immediate relationship between military

spending and the economy, even when looking at the externality

and direct effects separately. 19 Furthermore, this result makes

it impossible to speculate as to the conditions in which the

external ity and direct effects of mil i tary spending might, or

might not be important in an economy. Indeed, these results

suggest that such seemingly important structural factors as arms

production capability, or resource availability do not condition

the relationship between military spending and growth, as has

been suggested in by some researchers using static designs

(Looney 1988).

As can be seen from Table 3, the other variables in equation

(11) look much the same as they did in equation (10). Investment

remains significant in 46 cases, and labor in only 22.

Non-military government spending remains much more important

than military spending, and it exerts significant externality

effects in 33 cases (28 in the positive direction). Likewise,

the direct effects are also significant in 30 cases (22 in the

17. The countries with positive coefficients are Kenya, Iran, Pakistan, Singapore, Austria, W. Germany, Guatemala, and

Paraguay. Those with negative coefficients are Nicaragua and New Zealand.
18. Those which are positive are Morocco, Nicaragua, Indonesia, New Guinea, Uganda, Israel, and Oman. Those which are

negative are: Paraguay, West Germany, Guatemala, Honduras, Pakistan, Bahrain, and Mozambique.
19. This conclusion does not rule out the possibility of indirect effects such as those suggested by Mintz 1990.
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positive direction). No pattern in the cases which have

significant effects is apparent (i. e - countries with similar

results can be found regardless of level of development, resource

constraints, or any of the other structural variables that might

have served to condition the effects of the variables in the

equation) .
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conclusions

In the introduction, my goals in undertaking this analysis

were stated. First, I wanted to explore the development of the

Mintz-Huang model as it has emerged from growth economics, and to

show how it is based on a compelling theory of economic growth.

Second, I hoped to explain how the concepts that the model

claimed to test (i.e.- the overall, externality, and direct

effects) related to the previous literature on the subject of the

military and the economy, as well as to specify the mechanisms

through which these effects might be felt. Finally, I wanted to

employ this model in a way that would allow me to make confident

generalizations about the effects of defense expenditure on the

economy. The extent to which I have accomplished these goals,

and what that might mean for the study of the military and the

economy, is, of course, up to the reader to evaluate.

I might, however, be allowed to speculate on the broader

implications of this analysis. My results, when considered in

light of previous work, suggest that the continued search for an

immediate effect of military spending on economic performance may

have reached the point of diminishing returns. At this stage, it

may be more beneficial to look for indirect links, such as those

specified in some recent work on the guns-butter question (see

Mintz and Huang 1991). Furthermore, such analysis would benefit

- �-
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from the use of lags in order to capture any delayed effects that

might be important.1

The scope of the empirical testing that was undertaken in

this study also has implications as to the appropriateness of

individual case studies in the study of this question. It was

seen in the results of equation (10) that countries which are

receiving (or had received) large amounts of aid, or in which

security threats are severe (Israel, Taiwan, and South Korea

being important examples), tend to have significant, positive

coefficients for the military spending variable, while most other

countries do not. These countries, however, are the very ones

upon which most case studies are done. Thus, there is a danger

that studies of these countries may provide a misleading picture

of the general relationship between military spending and the

economy in the absence of foriegn aid and security threat.

The review of the model developed by Mintz and Huang should

also be considered as a guide to future study, in that it is both

parsimonious and theoretically driven. If a theory of defense and

the economy is to be developed it can not be done through ad hoc

specifications. Future work must begin from compelling

theoretical arguments, and must place defense variables in the

context of the growth of the whole economy.

Finally, the main conclusion of the analysis is worth re-

iteration. That is, the study of the effects of defense spending

on the economy must move away from ad hoc models of the

immediate, direct effects of military spending on economic

1. In 'growth accounting' type formulations, such as the Mintz-Huang model, the use of lags is inappropriate.



growth, and must instead seek to determine if other (perhaps

indirect, or delayed) effects exist.
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COUNTRY YEARS METHOD

------.-----------.---,---.�.- _. -_._-- _ .. _--_ .. _ .-- --_ ... _- .-- --�-- ... -.- .. - .. - .. - .. _ .. _._

ETHEUPIA 1 (;-69- 1985 YVv'

6A.e.ON 1 96 1 -- I 985 OL:�

(3HM'>lA 1957- 1 QBS OL')

I<Er'�YA 1 956-- I yeS YVv'

LIBfF<Ir\ 1963--1 <:_�85 y\�'

11ADA,G, 1960-- 1 9f:)�) OLS

r'1ALAWI 196·4- 1985 OLS

f1ALI 1 96 1 - 1ges OLS

Const.
______ • • • . • _� ··h

,

p Adj.R2a (SO n t-Cn) (S'm+cm)

o.o 19 0,':173 O.u19 TOI)L1�� O.V7:_�

(0,027) r: 0 c:f_)'?) (0. :20U) ( 1,,_qOt)) «(' 1 :�� -_/)

O.02L) o 12·9 1 U95 1,033 - 0 :_ob�)

(CH)46 ) (0.173) (O.<:P 1) ( 1 1,752) (l.U()-,:')

-'(),l)8S

(0,060)

-U.030

I C149� � 1 095

(0.500) «(J. T7'l.)

(CU)5·4) (0.163)
U.174

O. 29[5��
(0.09(3) (O.le2')

0.1 17

--0,00')

((J,O-l7 )

0, ISS

(0,101)

O,! I I

(C),U3 I )

ijc' I 3�

(1).3=,0>

0504

(0.2'44)

0013

(0.519)

0,008

(1.638)

1,19;3':":-:* 3,353
(0.�j55) (2.252)

0.}51 -0,931

(0.666) (1.970)

1 "7 I T��� --0,5'26
( O. ·_:l.:�(3) (2.760)

1 ,()':-te�:� �l150
(0464) (43'50)

1.58<3��:� 3,799

<0.413) (2,250)

-0. 1 (!�.)

( 1 . «� :_�)

o CJC',C
..

' , ... ,-)

(o.e=� I )

-9 :)5(:J�+

(273b)

04::

O.(!L1

o 1 =)

0::9

O c·-?
. _}_,

- o. q 1 �4 O. L16
(1 �'9=�)

(2.73:) )
-6 �::,��* 0.51

- 3 ()LU i) LC'

(3 �:; �-l1 )

1.Tilese cases surr ereo from mu: t ico II ine,:::wi ty dn(j the r icqe regression pr ocedu e W d:3 used to

correc t for th i s. The numbers in par en U)t?�:,e�, ror t nese cases are T - ra t i os

2.Numbers In parentrieses are s t cmdard error s.

3.YVv'i�, tr.e Yul e - Wa II er rneU)()cl i)] GL:':'; Tab 1 e lop,j (J l.>
' )



J
Tab Ie 3. -- Es11 rnated Coe f fie i en t S 0 r the Var i ab I esin EQuaU on ( 1 0 )

------ --- --�----

(5' n t-Cn) (5'm+Cm) P Adj R2
-- _. -_ •. -- --- ----

0.7<32 U.37� 1 3 (.:: - Ci:l

(05:21 ) ( 1.921 ) ( I 7 L::":::)

1 1·:l9 --5.S0� .- 6 I LC;, 70- O.:"'(!
( 1.(94) (9.180) ( �'S3��)

0.458 2.71 � 1 3 17::,70- o O�

(0.676) (:2,767) (
-, c: -lr;, I1:):,-,

COUNTRY YEARS METHOD Coust. ex

11AURITAJJI A F)61- 19(3.5 ()L ':) -(I.��J -021C1

i(I,,')c)9:' .o 193)

1'1AURITIUS 1957-' 1985 OLS (.1. ! 6-1 '-0 014
( (I. ()'J'S ) ( 0.3 1 6)

110ROCCO 19��(3-' 1985 OLS - C I, -.? 7 1 -- O. 1 72
I CI, I 99) (0 41 1 )

NI(3ER 1961-19(;,5 OLS (.1,178 0154 .q.Sa6 �-7�* 3.999 -6.CklS1 040

� o. 199) (0.315) ( 1.1(0) (S.8L18) (7 9[<))

NIC)EF�IA 19S<3---19b5 OLS -(.I.OO-� 002'5 2.U(32�� -0.183 o eL1L-�� 0.12

(C'.O�9 ) (0.317) ( 1.0(36) (4037) (0 .:-4� .: )

RV,./ANDA 1963-1 �;!b5 ()L:�=j (.1.·� /3 0.62'1 �;.2 16�* 9.031 _.? 7=::e o 3e

((1.374) (0793) (0. 9:�')S) (6.016) ( 1 1 e. ��c;)

SENEG.AL 1961-' I c)e�::, y\V (.1. I :54 -i}030 2. 1 � 1 ��* --0.598 _ � C(}L� 0.39

(0. I 21 ) (0.419) (0.92<3) (3.199) (3 9.:-+7)

SIERRAL. 19bO-1geS YVv' --0. 10(3 0727 o 67..:l 23.176'*·:*; � c\r,c::, 050...J _" L-_,.

((.I.i.)d�l) (0.497) ( 0.4(16) «3.663) (.3 I(7)

1.HIes€' cases suu erec (rom multicollinearity and the r ioqe regression procedure wa'3 used to

correct for this. Ttlf' numbers irl par enrheses for tJ1E'Se cases are T-rat ios.

2.Numbers i n narentheses are s tandaro error s.

3Y\A./is the Yule·-Wall,er method Of (JL�3 Tab 1 e 1) P a (Je .j
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Table a - Estimated Coefficients of the varl ao tcs in t.quat ton (10)

COUNTRY YE!\RS t'v'fETHO])

S011ALI.Ai 19CI-I({,��, ()Rr�

S.AFRIC/\ 1<;.6(1-- 1985 YVv'

SUO.tlN 1 9�)��)- I (�85 OLS

T.�i'-lZA,t\l I.A 19(j�> I ()f;S 01_5

TOGO 1961-lq65 OL5

TUNI��;I,A, 19(�d)- 1 �A35 OLS

U(3,ANDA 195;3--- 1 (:)t:·�-; YVi

Z.A.!RE 196:3 - 1ge�) YVv'

Z,Al1e.1A 196:3 -. 1 �,!es, '/Vi

Coast. a

-�-------.-.----------�----- --- - - -- - _.----..--_.- --_-_------_._-------

Adj,R2

-'0,2QQ I) T27;E �

(197':,)

- 0,09:3 ** \) �,4=,)E ;1(

(0,057) (0 166)

--0,038 1.040jE)E
(0,065) (i)4=,1)

0.272 -0096
( 0, '209 ) ( (J 436 )

-0,113 ().101
( O. 1(35) ( I), '2' 3 3 )

0,052 o 620

(0,062) (O.�,08)

(S'D I-Cll) i8 In r-Cn) p

O. 7(:)��-··+ (),6T3 -E �

\ .. 3 () \) )

6.4e 1

(16::,{))
o 1 =-;

o =-j=>

014

-.(.19

o (J=)

- (.19

oe;

0"'')7.L I

i). L�()

-----------------------------_.._--------- ------- ---------

( ? (�; 6:.2 )

O.�,'·-r/

( 0, <;)�+ I )

o 3.29
\ I ,IS 13)

0.5£-+7

(0.47£.D

o �(l�-f

((1.5<J5.l

(:),363 *

ei 7 � 1 )

- 3.0(,'0

(2,390)

o.�) ();3

(O,��U I)

-- (),is 1 �

(O,99S)
-6,:-::S£-t
(6 96s))

Thesec ases s u1f 2 r'Hi from rn u 1 tic 0 III ne.) r 1 tY and tile r i (jge regr e S '3 i ('n pro c e cl u r e w a '3 use d to

correct for thi�" TI-lE" numbers in parentheses. for these cases are T -ratios.

2.Nurnbers In parerltlw'3E'S are standaro error s

3YWi�, trle Yu 1 e - ''/v'a ll.er rn t? thod o r C3L:3

1.t) 1<3:,,;' T·�2,� 4£�CO

((l,(=>.�(1) (T6 3 7) ( ='. 7�::6)

o . �:: .: I ( ), I) I 2 - 4. :.:0 S l

( 1.:=� ()5 ) ( :=�. 0 7 1 ) (3 .: Ll 1 )

-0,04:)*'* I ;,()3 � ;( 1 ,<3�) <3 � ...� :�, IS 39 � � - 0 ='��·8

(0.013) (I) -4':,"4) ( (I, 3��):�:; ) (().6S?) (() 5:/))

(l. 19'2* i)L161 -0,��32> --1,521 - 8 1 eu

(0, I 10) (l).522) ( 0.4]6) ( 1,2(6) (478:5)

-- 0, ','2-18 0.116 1 ,:=�._f r�� u.!.381 1'. I O�)

(0,20 I) (I). 1(0) ( 0.493) (0.653) (=,88:)

Tat) 1 e I, P .] <Je �f
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Table m - Estimated CoefFicients of the Variables in Equation (10)

COUNTRY YE-.t\RS

-------------------.,-�--,.- --_-._ ��-- --_. _-- -. _ ... _- _. _. _ ... _ ----.---- - - - - -- _ .. _ - -

MFTHOD

BA.\I(:'LADE'3H 1972·- 1ge5 OL.:3

BURI1A 1950-1985

HOhJCJVDt·JG 1962,-1985

Ir'�DIJ\ 1 95()- 1 9f:,�)

iRAt� 1955-19[>:)

IRAOl 19<33-1985

iSP/\EL I <;I ��) () - 1 (�J e 5

JAPAN I 95 'I .- 1 9 e�)

OL:3

OL5

'IVy'

'1\1'1'

om�

OI_S

'{Vv'

Coast. ex

(.1,1) .;-4 ··0 132
((I. :�I ) ,n ': i :,c 1 )

··(I,I)f)[_)

((I,iY:; 7)

-CI.03CS
i CI, i)�):3)

(.1,O��8

(O.()2:3 )

··('1, j 76*

o 6::,:, � �

ro 2(7)

o =,2'3>'(

(I) L'-;t'?)

I) '239
(0 1 80)

1 '2?7� �

( (.1, i)'J 7 ) (0 ,�;"5 g )

O,·� : o

.. (.1, i �?5*;f

((\,t)�/)

(},U34
( (.;, I ) ·1�) )

0491

(1 41 3)

u 719� �

!�O 123)

o 13'2

(0 110)

-.------.-.----------.-------------.-.-�- ---- --_- -- - _-----_---

(8' n+Cn) (8mI-Cm) Adj R2

1.1/)7 1,007
( �' O<3T) C�(). 1 J 5)

1 "7'7C�/+
. :' 1,)'-';'"

(0,612)

1.:326
( 1 . :2�?7)

O. 7 �,1( )�..;.�

(0. 1·4��)

�'. I �t�:�

0,638

(1,932)

12.2L1L1

(13,032)

�?,503

C�,323)

:?, 107

(0.95-4) (1,035)

3,<350

(-1,074)

0,:336:��
(().1·40">

1.496*

(0,<349)

T235

C3.6 J J)

O.585��
((J 1 90)

0,355

(},569)

p

1 115

(�, 9C.':�)

O.7j(J

(2.0 I.:·:l)

o 117

(0 6,·l6)

- 1 7L.:·�
( 1 .70:-.:)

- (1 ::.:�� Cj

(1 1:5 I )

-9 -?::}7

(2' (::�E:)

- 1 �t ��)�7t;.

(Ct b�' 8 >

- I:3S·8

(1 ��":�':'

- ('=):.

0:31

o :�b

o :J7

o �\e

o 2:-�

0.(,7

036

J.These cases '3uffer'ed rr oru muHlcollilli;,Jrlty an(j tIle ri(jgE' recresston or oceour c \/v,,)'3 lf3ed to

correct for' tlli�,. TI"IP numbers HI PJrE'ntlle�A��, f(.'r trlE"32 cases are T-ratio:3,

2.Numbers in parenthe':)e�, are '3tandard 2IT()rs.

3.YWi�, the Yulc-wauer InetlK)d ijT GL() Tab 1el, p j (�W �)
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Table II - fstimated Coefficients of the Var i ant es in Equation (10)

COUNI'RY YE:\RS

,JORDAN 1 <;) 5 � � - 1 s� r: :J

S.�.O��EA 195:�)- 1985

I<UWAIT 1961-1985

MALDIVES 1955- 1 ��85

t�EP.AL 196U-1 (�85

Of1AN 1 <;00- 19f.5

PA.f<IST.Ar�

METHOD

OLS

OLS

OLS

OLS

OLS

OLS

19�(J- 1 (;E.� OLS

PHiLIPPI fJES 1950-- I Cjt<�

Sl�UDIA. 1961- 1 qb:)

OLS

Y\ty'

Coast.
--_------_. --------_ .. _--_ .. _-- _._"_ .. _ .. _- --.- .. - _- -_._-------

p

(1,i.)i)O

(0. I I �)

0.016

((..'.043 )

-().016

((). 1 06 )

0.012
(0.140)

-0.006

((J.041)

-- U.GOO

ex

U 097

(0 1 e.9)

o I �8

(0 (93)

0.033

(0372')

0.082'

(0 158)

-0. 101

co �'7 �,)� . � , L

073()�*

(8' n t-Cn) (l)'m+Cm)

O.(�;··l(=) .,'. Jo8 �

( O. (; :3 ._f) i I . ') � )

�. 7 (j<)�"':": :_'>. 6J'S *

( O. 9dO) (::-�.0(0)

- O. <J:2�) - :; . a0 7

(3 U()��) (�).L12L1)

2i. 7 ()T":�� -- I. 16L1
( 1. () �l 1 _) ( ::-�. 3 5 1 )

O. 5·-L� -- �'(). ,�15 2
( O. :.)6 1) ': 1 :>. 3 3 i))

o ()�.):�;� .. -� r 1 1 3�

o (.,(;I)

(3 7(1())

o 173

( 1 .:3 L�6 >

O.6�� 1

( 1 . () £-+�-l )

(I lUg
(4 :?(l:�)

1 -/() I

(2'�II)

( (.1. 1 1 0 ) ( O. 2' 3 6 ) ( 0 :�� (l � .> i (). ') 36 ) ( 2' e9 ='<,

- 2' 77 ,,-�

Adj R2

o C'b

o :;:,'

-0 C.lt}

o ='>::

o O.::l

o 7(;·

-- o.0 39 � U .:12:5 � .l( 1 . .:(q�-�.:. 1 . .2 <) I I 1".7 c) -;. � O:}6

(O.02U� (0.13.8) (0 �._C) (1.61)5) (tJ 3(36)

O.(}23

(O.O�)2)

--0.1-4

(0. I I 7)

-0135

(0 146)

-0656**

(0 147)

1 .:� L� 1 ���--:- :2. ,�50
(0.517) (2.19"�)

0.06U

(0.614)
--0.573

(1.349)

1 5 1 f>�*

(0.738)

� O:>�}

(2' �H34)

O.I''')r-)4... c:

o 6S�

1.These cases sur r ered rrom multicollinearity anc the rj(j�JE' regression procedure wa'3 US8(j to

correct r or thts. TI-1E� nurnbers in parE'nttre�3e�; for these cases are T -ratios.

2.Numocrs in parenthe'3es are standard error s.

3.YV';i�, HIe Yule-wall.er method OT GL:3. Table 1) pa(;Je 6
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Table. - Estimated Coefficients of the Variables in Equat ion (10)

COUNTRY YEARS METHOD

-------- ----------------------.-.---� --------� _,--- - -- -- - .. -�.-

Q

51r··J(_;APORE 1967- I c�e5 OLS

SRIL.�hJi< A I 9Sa--' 1985 YW

SYRIA 1960-- 1985 OLS

TA.I--NAN 1953-1985 OLS

TH..6,1LAt'm 1 950- 1985 OLS

U./\E 1972-1985 OLS

,6.U:=:TRIA 1950- 1985 'I "Iv'

BEL(JIU�'l 1950- I geS OLS

CYPRUS 1964- 1985 Y\Ay'

p Adj.R2

0.02') 0.2' ;tel 3.059

((t. i �)-�) ::;.) 7.'7':·) ('=' �l6=;) C2.52�) (S 96�:)

- 4 I �0 - i) 1 ()

CI.I}.�t3 0 2' 3 :? 1 (·)·-�6** -9. 27� - 1 .:3>-+

((,lJ)S:2) (0 189) (0.260 _) (1 2. 996) (1 7(8)

()_ �546
(0.282)

I.l�'c.�;(

(o.LtOe)
�;.56._rk*

( 1.�?(3)
1.733

( 1.221 ')

O -?r,
. I L

0.=}9

0.6e

O.�O

O.Y I I fr 0 26

(0._f09)

Tab 1 e 1, pa(Jr '7

_. 1 ��'. '2 -43*
(8.4:�3 )

11 I �S

(1.81:�)

o.(jqa

( 1 e(6)

2 I ._f=)

( 1 8�b)

(). 7E�6

( 129 I)

- 3 23,l
(2 766)

0.17

0.39

0.77

1.These cases suf fered from rnul tic 0111 neari ty and tne r i ejge reqress ion procedur e w d'3 use(j to

correct for' triis. The numbers irl p.ar enthoses for these cases are T -rat tos

2.Numbers in parentheses are starldard error-s

3YV";i�. the Yule-wait.er rnethoo 01 C3L:3

Coast. «(5' n t-Cn) (8' ro+em)

1 . �--lU

- 1333'2
(0.037)

0.503��

(0.2'34)
'4._{<30��*

(0.660)
5.783�*

( 1.918)

-(.l.()-4 I 0.42:5jt � 0.663 5.�O7

«. OS 3 ) (0.1 7.3) ( 1.139) (4.308)

--O.30i) ; o 37 0476 1.97�

((.1.259 ) (0710) (3107) (3.071)

0.'-).22 0.05':1 0.55U 0.825
((l.O�'�3 ) (0 124) (0. (;J�5) (2.262 )

-(.l.U l-l'k',-E- O.446jE -;( 0.259 -0.575

( ().(}24) (0 108) (0.753) (1.022)

--().535** i RI�IO** 3.948** 0.301I V-../..."

(O.O9-l) (0.2'62') ( 1.389) (4.127)
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Table II - Estimated Coefficients of the Variables in t.quat ton (10)

COUNTRY YEARS

DEt'-l11.A.P� 1 950-- I 9E�\

FIt'�LAND 1950-1985

FRANCE 1 9�5U- 1985

'N.GERl"'lf\�J\r' I 950- I qe�)

GREECE 1 950- 1 <j8:)

IRELAt-,J[) 1950--- I S')e:=)

iTALY 19:")U-- 19[: 5

METHOD
--------.�-�---- ... -.--.---.-.-

..---.-�----.-.-----------------

(5' n ten) (S'm�Cm)

'/\'Y'

OLS

YW

'(Vv'

OLS

OLS

VVv'

lUXEr'1BOURG 1950-- I C)t3:i OLS

NETHERL. 1950-198:") OLS

Coast. Q p
-_.__ -_._---- -

--_._-------_-------_._---_._-------_._---_._--

--CI.OSU-�
(0.026)

-- C). 0 c_) �)

((q)4l)

-O.54*"�
(" (). 026)

-c). 2-ld-�*
(0.047 )

--0.0 19

o 315��
(") 1

.....

�)i,l_ '.) I

o 327��
(0 113)

o 2e 1 jt-�

(0 (97)

I 0'2'2jt�

co 171)

o 292jt�

o.geo 1.399

(0.934) ( 1.85�5)

- 4.795** --2.161
( 1.7(37) (2.Lt9'2)

0.156 0.309
( 0AOa_)(o :3'2� )

0.919

(0. 72�5.)

0.,�96

(0.100)

- 1 1 9 I

( 1.8::<n

Cl I (.I�S

(1.45��)

2.8�=�**
( 1 0(3)

-2.663**

( 1 r:) 7-1
. "-- . ,],

.o.o sa: (0107) (1.753) (1.7��) (,21t.LD
o 7B7

-(l.U ; --f

((1.02-4)

-0. I -�)6C-�*

(0.05 I)

-0.036

(0.045 )

01'53
(0 1 15)

U ? 1 3 � �

(0 132)

0197

(0 160)

--(J.ODS-+* 0 462� *

(0.0177) (0 (84)

-2.<331 -1.033

- (, <:<3 ��

(('eEl)

- 2' L1Ec)

(2. 7�(:1:\

16:0

( 1 .64:5)

- O.b::_'�4

( 1.3 I U)

Adj_R2

o :� 1

():� L�

.) C' =t
\ .:» /

O =r-:
. ( �)

0.13

()3�'

0:':,9

o.oe

0.63

1.These cases suffered from multicollinear�ity arHj the r toqe regression pr oceour e wa'� used to

correct for thts. Tt-)f> numbers in parentheses. fur these cases are T -rat ios.

2.Numbers in parentheses are standard error s

3.YWis HIE' Yule-Wa Il.er metr.oc of GLS Tab Ie 1, paqe <3

2. 1 18��� 2.:309-**
( 0J)7 1 .> ( (l. a79 )

�:. 19U'l:"�'" --u. T59

<. O. 795) <. 1 .998)

--0.951 -2.650
( 1.726) ( 1.959)

2.390��*

(0.627)
1.912

(1.208)
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Tab Ie» .- E s timatcdCoe f fie i en t S 0 f l he Var i ab '1 esin EQua ti on ( 1 0)

COUNTRY YEARS METHOD

-------_. -------_._ -----------.�----- --------

Const. Adj.R2

NOR",-'A.\ 19�)O- 198�) !.)LS

PORfur)A.L 1 9Su·-· I 985 OLS

SP.�.IN 195u-- 1985 YW

SWEDEN 1950-1985 YW

SWITZ. 1950--1985 OLS

TURf<E'( 19S()-1985 OLS

Uf<. 1950-- 1985 OLS

c..�NA.DA 1950-19B5 Y\N

COSTA.r-<I C A 1950-198�) OLS

Q

(l.02 I i) �})6
(0.042) (() 1.c�2')

-0.122 i}2-3)

((l.O}7) (0 171)

-().028
(0.042)

-(l.O 1 -�

(0.032)

-0.023

((H)�)5)

-0.221

((.'. 1 -46)

-(}.O-.L")

(C).020)

-0.196*

(0.0.:.1})

()6261E1t

( 'J" .-, �'a)l L.;_./

01 S9

(i) 147)

o 143

(0127)

o 32 i

(iJ2� 1 )

u 327'"' 'I'

(i) 1 1 5)

I ,'"', _;-:J, (l� 1t

(i)P33)

(S'll t-Cn) (8' rn ..-em) p

2S�4<J** u.6a 1 0 18:�
( 1 . I <f).) ( I . 3 I)6 ) (1"7 (I7 )

0.04

O. 1.:-l5�) U.,�979 - 1 141

( 1 .:2 (J9 ) ( 1 . 1 0 70 ( 1 . Cr3 1 )
o :: 1

I:. I (l7*�": I O.074�* -75<}:-+*

( 1 .600') C3. 6 3'2 ) ( 4 O�)0 )

0. <jf)8
(0.766)

0.4�5
(�' ..:·C4)

1.�)06
( 1.j9�5)

0.111
(0.�l70_)

0.<374
( 0.(349)

0.375

( 1.02L1)

--2.715

(1.972)

3.665

(:2. 8·��)

0.104
((}489 )

1.082
(0.615)

o :)()

- 0.5 4U O. 1 7

(2'. o; ,�)

'2 I � I 0.34

((1 6 I o:

7 Q'-l3** 0.1 1

(40C8)

-0.369 0.1:3

( 1 ��:3�))

-2.061 ** ose

(0 763)

- O. 1 1 I '** 0 60 1 �OE 0.9 <33 1 .573 2 O�) 7��* 0.2 ()

( oo _::p ) ( O. 2' 3 3 ) ( O. 760 ) ( 1 . 204 ) ((1 96 :� )

-----_.__ ._-----------_..

-------_._----_--

1.These cases surferec from mul t ico 11 inearlty and the r i dqe regression or oceour e was used to

correct for trus The numbers in parenthe�3e�, for these cases are T -rat tos

2.t'�urnbers i n parentheses are s tandard error s.

3.YWis tr.e Yule-walt.er method of GLS Table 1. paqe <J



i
Table I - Estimated Coefficients of the Variables in Equation (10)

COUNTRY YEARS Mf.:THOD

DOt1. REP. 1958-1985 '{\y'

EL �>AL VADOR 1950- 1984 YW

GU.A.TEMALA 1950-1985 YW

H�'.ITI 1960-1985 OLS

HONDURp,5 1950-1985 Yv..,'

.j,AI'1AI C.A 1962-1985 OLS

f1E<ICO 1950--1985 YW

hJI CARAGUA 1961- 1984 OLS

P�,.NAI'1A 196��- 1985 OLS

Coast. Q (<)' n+Co) (5'm+Cm)
_____ _ � _A.,__

Adj,R2p
_ .. _. .. •. � .. _._ .. . . _A. , __ . _

--(I, 3-�1(3** 0 508�)E
(I, lOB I) 164

-(1,1) 36
(0,035)

--0,159*
((.J,031 )

--(J, I) 32
((J.()93)

-0,166*
«. (35)

--(), O�10*
((), 1)�l6)

--(),06 )'

((I,O-ll )

1. :369�-* -7,500*
OAa3 4.099

o 81 T�d� 1. 1 06��* 0.982*
(0361) (0.4'�6) (O.�9S)

o 50 1 ��

(0 167)

0.210

(0 293)

o 640��

(0'2'16)

0661 * �

(0 1-4::,)

o 50 1 �)E

(I) 200)

1.523** -::).251
(0.572) (:2.199)

1.291*
( 0.(94)

0.·446
(OA03 )

-1.226

(0.999)

3.3:33**
( 1.322)

'-6.313

«J939)

--2.21 :3
(1.<305)

--9. 1 79

(().30S)

(). 3,�O
( I 1.066)

1 1 �fiC�'+ i) L�b
3.:3 I:,

-O.(lOL�

(O.50Ltl

496:�?>

(2.8(!7)

1.BU I

(6. �� L�6)

3 L�:..' 7

(2.J(.I7)

-0 bb9
( --,:;' C /, I 'I

� ..._., ",� "

o I L�-?

(0 ,,-+7!,:1

o �.�7

o 7(1

O.(!9

039

O. Ll:J

o �'.�)

-(l. I 70* 1.-479�� 0.974 1 . 3 '76 * 1( - 0 (�,; (+: 061
(0.090) (0 256) (0.715) (C).6SS) (2 =:}(J)

--0, i 37** o 171 0.<342 B.998* 5 I (.i(;)�';"- 0:-;9
(0.061 ) (0 121 ) (0,51 1 ) (4L133) ( 1979)

1. Ihese cases suffered from multicollinearity and the ridge regression orocenu e wa':) u3e£i to

correct for this. TI-)e nurnt)er�:1 ir] parer.theses tor these cases are T -rat ios

2. Numbers in parentheses are standard error s

3. Y\V rs tr.e vule-watt.er trieU-locI of (3L5. T ab I e I, p3<Je I ()



.1
Table. - Estimated Coefficients of the Variables in EquCJl ion (10)

COUNTRY YEARS METHOD Const. ex (8' of-en) (S'm�'Cm) p AdjR2
---"_----_. _-_ --- -- .. _- - -- -.----�----------

TRIr'v�T ,t\B. 1963·- 1985 OL5 «o 39 -I) 12'3 �'. (l5<3'+�":' �). 3 7 1 -1 016 O r")r,
.LL

(().0..::t6) (0 202) (0.7(;�6) (6.19·-1) (1 COO)

US..A. 1950-1985 OL5 -0.256** 1.197�1(: 0397 0.175 2' I 5 I 7'-* 0.7C)

(. (J. I)37) (0 147) ( O.��A4) (O.19�) (08-(),,·n

,6,RGEf'-JT II'lA 1959·- 1985 YW --()_()4S o 9331(: 1(: -0.519 -6.027** - 10.55,4 o c--'-
. _),)

((J. 1 98) (0 230) (030<)) C�.627) ( 1 3 �3�) ��)

BOLlVIA 1956-1985 YVv' 0.002 ()6�51�1(: o 7T7*-:<+: 0.59.3 - 2' 7(Jq 0.7:)

(0.075) (0 138) ( 0.::; ()4) (��.S3.2) ('2' 7�,6)

BR,�.ZIL 1955-19B� OLS -0.055 o T=,51(:� 1.:\�6 -0.774 - 2' y .cJ��� o ,,:,r-;-
.L c:

((J.l07) (0 '299) ( 1.5��4} (5.162) Uf\IC))

CHiLE 19::;7-- 19E35 YW -(.1,139* o 8e 1 � * �'. ()S::j+-- U.591 -:·2-48 0.77

(().O7l) (0 16::·) ((J.7�'7) ( 1.282) (406::,)

COLOr-1SIA 1 9�)(J- 19Ei5 OLS -0.023 0403*1(: 1 . �-t.2 8 ��� :2.306 - () 635 0.�5

(0.036) (0 189) ( 0.5(4) ( 1.-479) U:1 427)

ECUADOR 19�)5-1 984 YV; --(1. I I 7 041 e 1.�nO�'·* 1.3�··}:,( 1 9U7 0.L-15

(0. I 71 ) (0 297) (0.527) (0.964) (4. '-le:3)

1.These cases. suffered from mul t leo l lrnear l tv and the r i eJge regress ion procedure was used to

correct for" tnis. Itie numbers in parentheses for these cases are T -rat ios.

2.Nurnber�s in parenthe'3es are standard error S.

3.YVv'i�, tr.e Yul e-Wa ller method or GLS Tab le 1. pa(JE' 1 1



1
Table a ._ Estimated Coefficients of the Variables in Equation (10)

COUNTRY METHOD

. -------------� .---- .. - -. -- - .. -------------- ----_._--------------_._-- -----.. _

YEARS

---------------------------

GUYAN.A, 1966-' 1985 YW

P�'.RA.(iUA \{ 1 96 1 - 1983 YW

PERU I 950- 198 1 YW

URUGU.AY 1 96 1 - 1 98�) YW

VENEZUELA 1950- 1985 YW

AUSTRALI.A 1950-1985 OL5

F lJI 1968-1985 OLS

: tmor�Esl A 1962- 1985 ,(W

t-.J£w ZEAL. 1950-1985 OL5

Coast. ex (S' n+Cn) (S'm+Cm)

0.597

(0.777)

0.360

0.749
(0.608)

0.639

( 0.448)

0.122
(0.765)

-1.267

(3.L1�9)

0.181

4.L176

C3.L1S0)

3.833
(3.761)

0.015
(0.877)

p Adj R2

-0. : 5 I ** �) 664� jE 0.21 o+� -0.120 -4 144* i) b�)
( O. 0 3 () ) (0 1·40) ( O. 093 ') ( 1 . 2 72 ) (2' 1 74)

:2' 606

(4317)
I) L� 1-0.053

(0. 1 '25)
0325
co r'�a)I L.....)./

-OAB3 o :) L�CrO 1 6 o L'73
(0,029) (0 172-) (0.516) ( 1.L166) (0 467)

-1.258
(3. 1 1 g)

o ::)3-0.012

(0.036)
02:2'4
(0 230)

-0.177** -0042' -0.666 -4. 171 6.129** 048
( 0, 08 4) (0 23 4) ( O. 957 .) ( 4. 06 1 ) ( :2'. 0 3 :�� )

-o.oas** 0 469�jt - 3.=5<31 ** -2.61 3** -O.52�) 0 �)(.,
(0.057) (0 112) (0.949) (1.'26L1) (O.8� I)

-0.281** 0906jE)t 2.316** 22.7�7 4<)01 047
( 0.09o ) (0 3 2' -4 ) ( 0.934,) (44 8'23 ) (3 02 1 )

8211 I) 50

(6.304)

1. 3e 7?-- ;) 1 1

(0.796)

.------------------------------------------ -----_._---_.-

1. These cases suffered from mul t leo II tnear i ty and the ridge regression pr ocedur e w]s usee to
correct for th is. The numbers in carentheses for these cases are T - rat los.

2. Numbers in parentheses are standard errors

3 YW i�, HIe Yule-wall er metr.oo OT GLS Table 1, pa(Jf> 12

-0.159 0 2'35
(CJ. 1 29) (0 1 60)

-0.079 0382-
(0.053) (0 237)
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T able 2 - Estimated Coeffcients of the Variab Jes in Equation (11)

-�-- _-_-- -- - -------- ---_._- - ----------_._-_----_ ------- - _._--

COUNTRY YEARS MEI'HOD 0: � (5' 8' 011 9m CON. adj. R2n m

- --.-.-.---- --- - --- .-- -- .------ ---

ALGERIA 1962-1985 OLS 0.463 -0.469 ·1.542 0.934 1.830 -1.252 0.32

(-I. 943) (-1. 989) (--1.432 ) (1.154) (1.664) (-1.612)

ORR 0.300 -7. ?53 -2.201 7.698 0.583 -0.218 0.189 0.17
(1.946) (-2.531) (1.045) (0.864) (1. 621) (-1.516)

BENIN 1961-1985 OLS 0.340 0.194 ·0.172 -0.321 0.420 0.370 -0.02
(1.457) (0.634) (-0.125) (-0.385) (0.295) (0.445)

ORR 0.357 2.212 0.319 0.833 0.926 0.012 -0.080 -0.16

(1. 333) (0.646) (0.993) (0.226) (1. 279) (0.415)

BRUNEr 1961-1985 OLS 0.262 0.382 0.546 0.328 0.123 -0.419 0.40

(1.205) (1.796) (1.110) (0.809) (0.243) (·0.964)

ORR 0.611 1.756 0.903 2.830 0.077 -0.054 -0.058 0.22
(1.987) (1. 764) (2.650) (0.630) (1. 600) (-1.032)

CAMEROON 1960-1985 OLS ·-0.112 0.192 .. 1.380 -0.019 1.856 0.163 0.33

(- 0.277) (0.532 ) (-1.180) (0.026) (1.532) (0.219)

ORR 0.114 1.238 .. 0.530 2.894 0.394 -0.006 -0.005 0.03
(0.285) (0.503) ( 0.58{) (0.318) (1. 982) CO.052)

CAR 1961-1983 COR 0.440 0.105 0.346 0.158 -0.301 0.001 0.08
(2.026) (0.418) (0.092) (0.388) (-0.080) (0.001)

ORR 0.575 0.634 0.129 1.586 0.040 0.003 -0.063 .. 0.12

(2.374) (0.665) (0.987) (0.853) (0.872) (0.151)

1.Values in pareiilhe:�esare-'rC:,ltlos(t-;T96;: slgruflcai;ceUi·tll€:�O��-leven-.
-----------------.-- - ------- .... -. _._ .. _.-

2.CORis the Cochran -- OrcutrGcneralizedl.eastSquares regression procedure.
3.OLSis the Ordinary Least Squares regression procedure.
4.ORRis the Ordinary Ridge Regression procedure.
5.WhereCOR is used for the first equation, ORR for the second equation has also been
adjusted to control [or autocorrelation. Tablc2. page 1



Table 2 - Estimated Coe t tc tent s of the Variables in Equation (11)

-->-- -.--.�.-- -.----

COUNTRY YEARS METHOD (� P �'n b' en Om CON. adj R2m

_. __ ._----- - -- ------,_---_. --------- - -.�------- _. -�---_._- _--------- --- - __._-- ._---_._-----_.

CHAD 1961-1979 COR 0.874 -0.736 -1.048 0.143 1.208 0.027 0.28

(3.057) (-2.273) (-0.943) (0.500) (1.057) (0.071)

ORR 1.293 -20.711 -0.528 1.597 0.274 0004 0.293 -0.15
(2.222) (-1. 624) (-0.862) (0.558) (0.976) (1.129)

CONGO 1861-1985 OLS 0.538 0.019 2.662 ·0.433 -2.645 0.584 0.41
(2.774) (0.010) (2.331) (-1.451) (--2.300) (1 837)

ORR 0.584 -0.125 5.825 -7.141 -1. 304 0.233 -0.010 0.26

(2.629) (-0.052) (2.263) (--1.523) (-2.195) (1.754)

EGYPT 1950-1985 COR 0.692 -0.027 0.626 1.665 -0.172 -1.209 0.35

(4.176) (--0.161) (1. 373) (2.237) (-0.834) (--2.045)

ORR 0.682 0.462 0.200 0.506 0.001 ··0.057 -0.070 0.19
(3.580) (0.274) (0.788) (1.659) (0.029) (-1. 363)

ETHIOPIA 1959-1985 COR -0.062 -0.051 -0.638 0.677 0.683 -0.253 0.09

(-0.175) (-0.188) (-0.647) (1. 099) (0.683) (-0424)

ORR 0.242 0.094 -0.357 1.355 0.077 0.016 0.010 --0.13
(0.955) (0.815) (1. 790) (1.243) (1.869) (0.878)

GABON 1961-1985 OLS 0.166 0.018 0.176 -0.264 0.111 0427 0.09
(0.667) (0.084) (0.291) (-0.882) (0.174) (1.365)

ORR 0.091 --0.765 0.462 -1.477 0.075 0.071 0.035 -0.10
( 1.115) (-0.129) (1. 375) (-0.265) ( 1.400) (1.489)

1.Vrouesm parentheses areT�[itios (1:;;T96�slgruficancea1 ilie-�[�-fevel).
2.CORis the Cochran - OrcuttGeneralizedLeast Squares regression procedure.
3.OLSis the Ordinary Least Squares regression procedure.
4.ORRis the Ordinary Ridge Regression procedure.
5.Where COR is used for the first equation, ORR for the second equation has also been
adjusted to control for autocorrelation. Table2. page 2



1 ab 1 e 2 - Est imated Coe f f c i en t5 0 f the Var i ab J es 1 n [Qua ti on ( I I )

COUNTRY YEARS MErHOD (X p 8' 8' en 8m CON. adj. R2n m

-.--- .. -----.-�----- .. -.--�------------------

GHANA 1957-1985 COR 0.464 0.001 0.203 0.502 ·0.003 0.529 0.17
(1.984) (0.002) (0.413) (-1.184) (·-0.006) (1.286)

ORR 0.778 -0.136 0.534 -0.697 0.072 0.019 -0.061 -0.001
(2.043) (0.105) (1.012) (-·0.606) (0.918) (1.020)

KENYA 1956-1985 COR 0.121 -0.262 2.247 -0.150 -2.083 0.635 0.57
(0.803) (-0.901) (2.853) (-0.799) (-2.458) (3.220)

ORR 0.149 -0.806 2.933 1.603 ·0.558 0.029 0.033 0.11
(0.954) (--0.866) (2.196) (0.761) (··1.630) (2.022)

LIBERIA 1963-1985 COR 0.100 -0.490 -0.328 -0.168 0.521 0.105 0.47
(0.543) (-2.640) (-0.385) (-0.439) (0.664) (0.247)

ORR 0.151 -6.396 0.105 -1. 926 0.164 0.026 0.196 -0.05
(0.891) (·2.201) (0.334) (1.105) (1.421) (0.616)

MADAG. 1960-1985 OLS 0.226 -0.093 -1.300 0.978 1.938 -0.179 0.46
(1.345) ( -0.556) (-0.488) (0.392) (0.721) (-0.710)

ORR 0.523 -0.920 0.606 1.428 0.239 -0.007 -0.002 0.41
(1.425) (·0.711) ( 1.214) (0.354) (2.252) (-0.640)

MALAWI 1964-1985 COR 0.334 ·0.429 2852.5 2823.3 1630.8 -1631. 3 0.74
(2.307) (--3.127) (0.953.) (0.953) (1.240) (-1.240)

ORR 44.755 -7.463 20.543 20.540 ·105.042 105.147 0.202 0.36
(1.950) (-2.877) (1.8n) (1.872) (-1.711) (1.711)

1. Valuesinpareiii1i'eses areT-ratios (t;-r96-= signmcanceai-tile� 05 level).
2. COR is the Cochran - OrcuuGeneralizedl.east Squares regression procedure.
3. OLS is the Ordinary Least Squares regression procedure.
4. ORR is the Ordinary Ridge Regression procedure.
5. Where COR is used for the first equation. ORR for the second equationhas also been

adjusted to control for autocorrelation. Table2, page 3



r able 2 - Estimated Coeffcients of the var tao tes in [quat ion (I I)

-----------._-------- -----_-- --- --- -- -. _ .. -- - ._- - .. -�- .. ----.--.---------.-------- -------------------- -- -_. -- ----

COUNTRY YE.ARS METHOt) 0: Jj 8' 8' On 8m CON. adj. R2n m

-- -_- -- ----_.__ --_-

MALI 1961 -1985 OLS ·0.024 0.265 1.396 0.287 -0.790 -0.030 0.40

(-0.118) ( 1. 139) (0.950) (0.430) (-0.512) (-0.049)

ORR 0.046 ·3.604 1.054 3.296 0.183 0.009 0.100 0.36
(0.095) (-1.0654) (2.589) (1. 054) (1. 203) (0.116)

MIJRITANIA 1961-1985 OLS --0.376 0.217 0.173 -0.095 0.187 0.209 ·0.06

C1.073) (0.860) (0.258) (-0.202) (0.296) (0.4450)

ORR -0.050 4.879 0.205 -0.095 0.074 0.005 -0.067 0.25

(--0.901) (0.623) (1.226) (-0.174) (1. 348) (0.265)

MAURffIUS 1957-1985 OLS -0.026 -0.589 -0.112 -0.086 0.338 -0.078 0.14

(-0.101) (-2.182) (-0.071) (-0.245) (0.212) (-0_224)

ORR 0.067 -3.394 0.446 -0.639 0.061 -0.003 0.091 -0.16

(0.379) (-2.352) (0.978) (-0.132) (0.882) (-0.613)

MOROCCO 1958-1985 OLS 0.094 0.327 --0.325 -1.447 0.278 1.729 1. 76
(0.408) (1.877) (--0.558) (-2.280) (0.533) (2.692)

ORR ··0.016 12.312 -·0.112 -9.465 0.041 0355 -0.266 0.08
(--0.033) (1. 853) (-0. 112) (-1. 996) (0.258) (2.765)

NIGER 1961-1985 COR -0.198 0.132 -3.873 -0.038 4.560 0.402 0.55

(--0.750) (0.552) (-2.070_) (-0.071) (2.325) (0.906)

ORR 0.037 -3.305 -2.009 3.464 1.239 0.031 0.108 0.34
(0.122) ( -0.439) (-0.384) (0.241) (1.244) (0.241)

rValuesin pare1ii1ieSesareT-ratios(f-;r96-�'sigruflcruiceat-the�b5-ieve1).
2.CORis the Cochran - OrcuttGeneralizedl.eastSquares regression procedure.
3.OLSis the Ordinary Least Squares regression procedure.
4.ORRis the OrdinaryRidge Regression procedure.
5.Where COR is used for the first equation, ORR for the second equation has also been
adjusted to control for autocorrelation. Table2, page 4



Table 2 -- Estimated Coeffcients of the Var l ab les in Equation (11)

._-_- _.- - ---

COUNTRY Yl�'\RS METHOD (t (3 Sin S' en am CON. adj. R2m

_________________ ·L ___ •· ____ F __ •____ · ___ ._._.__ .�._____·._.__________•• _________ •.• ________________._. ______ •__ •___

NIGER1A 1958-1985 COR 0.009 0.363 -0.12� O. J96 0.459 -0 354 0.20
(0.039) (2.051 ) ( -0.354) (0.592) ( 1.165) (-1217)

ORR -0.036 0.597 0.493 1.522 0.098 -0045 0.017 0.04
(--0.168 ) (1.894) (0.774) (0.632) (2.212) (-1 503)

RWANDA 1963-1985 OLS 0.128 -0.023 ·-0.657 -0.398 1.309 0.652 0.51
(0.798) (-0.126) (--0.962) (0.269) (1.977) (0.442)

ORR 0.551 -4.785 ··0.442 0.619 0.482 0088 0.115 0.39
(0.808) (-0.468) (·0.344) (0.112 ) (2.972) (1.500)

SENEGAL 1961-1985 COR -0.143 -0.184 -1.332 -0.586 1.929 0.615 0.29

(--0.896) (-1.041) (- 1.400) (-1.666) (1. 946) (1581 )

ORR 0.121 -4.177 0.175 --5.245 0.716 0.041 0.105 0.04
(0.257) (-1. 024) (O. 127) (. 1. 029) (1.570) (0.665)

SIERRA L. 1960-1985 COR 0.234 0.576 0.054 -0.225 0.127 0893 0.596
(1.230.) (2.564) (0.066) ( -0. 33 7) (0.152) (1 262)

ORR 0.428 0.283 0.561 8.155 0.054 0.082 -0.024 0.13
(1.144) (0.122) (1. 933) (1.270) (0.960) (1.584)

SOMALlA 1961-1985 OLS 0.823 0.668 2.018 -1. 928 -2.482 2.023 0.27
(2.373) (1. 900) (2.798) (0.767) (-1.258) (1.227)

ORR 0.911 7.834 1.145 0.170 ·-0.084 0.046 -0.371 0.14
(2.103.> (1. 658) (3.015) (0.347) (-1. 60 I) (1.464 )

r-"aluesln parentheses-are T -ratios (1�;; 1. 96-:�slgnificanceatthe�[�-ievel).
2.CORis the Cochran _. OrcuttGeneralizedLeast Squares regression procedure.
3.OLSis the Ordinary Least Squares regression procedure.
4.ORRis theOrdinaryRidge Regression procedure.
5.Where COR is used for the first equation, ORR for the second equation has also been
adjusted to control for autocorrelation. Table2. page 5



Table 2 - Estimated Coeffcients of the Variables in Equation (11)

COUNTRY YEARS METHOD (k 13 5' 8' en em CON. adj. R2n rn

�---------------------.---. --,_ ... _----_.- - -_._-- -_._-_ .. _.--- _. -.- -.-------.----------------.---�--.- -.--.---- -----

S.AFRICA 1950-1985 OLS 0.518 0.205 ·-1.493 ··0.294 1.630 0.327 0.26
(3.269) (1.361) c- 1. 731) ( -1. 254 ) (1.941) (1.473 )

ORR 0.435 0.614 -2.868 -1.913 0.493 0.041 -0.078 0.17
(3.046) (1.264) (-·1.470) (--0.950) (2.000) (1.436)

SUDAN 1955-1985 OLS 0.482 ·0.023 -0.611 0.141 0.763 0.332 0.20
(2.267) (-0.092) (-1.280) (0.462) (1.543) (0.937)

ORR 0.908 -1.263 -0.586 5.336 0.208 0.103 -0.075 0.06

(2.438) (-·0.651 ) (--0.991 ) (0.960) (1. 669) (1. 061)

TANZANIA 1962-1985 OLS -0.051 -0.056 ·-0.578 -0.773 0.882 0.659 -0.10

(-0.198) (-0.181 ) (-0.452) (-0.894) (0.689) (0.759)

ORR -0.090 -4.900 0.133 -0.7n 0.136 0.186 0.226 ·0.24

(-0.241) (-0.816) (0.388) (-0.887) (1.016) (0.353 )

TOGO 1961-1985 OLS 0.146 0.158 -0.184 0.022 0.577 0.165 0.02

(0.587) (0.605) (-0.164) (0.074) (0.524) (0530)

ORR 0.054 1.415 0.485 0.898 0.103 0.020 -0.022 -0.13

(0.438) (0.489) (1.483 ) (0.414) (1. 857) (1.009)

TUNiSIA 1960-195 OLS 0.194 ·0.086 4.006 --0.963 3.852 0.716 -0.01

(0.638) ( -0.248) (-1.520) (-0.852) (1.523) (0.726)

ORR 0.493 -3.077 -5.090 -2.989 0.841 0.054 0.048 -0.17
(0.958) (-0.963) (-1.430.) (-0.505) (1.445) (0.533)

r.-Va1uesin parentheses-are T -ratio�i(T;T96 ;;:; slgiiJf1canceal the--:-05 level).
2.CORis the Cochran - OrcuttGenerali zedLeast Squares regression procedure.
3.OLSis the Ordinary LeastSquares regression procedure.
4.ORRis the OrdinaryRidge Regression procedure.
5.Where COR is used for the first equation. ORR for the second equationhas also been
adjusted to control for autocorrelation. Table2, page 6



1 ab Ie 2 -. Estimated Coeffc ients of the Variab les in Equat ion ( 1 1 )

COUNTRY YEARS MEI'lI<)D ex p 8' 8' 8n 13m CON. adj. R211 m

----_._--------------_.__ .

UGANDA 1958-1985 OLS 0.245 0.076 2.203 0.394 -1.542 0.078 0.85

(2.178) (0.760) (4.961) (3.334) (-3.621) (0.657)

ORR 1.248 0.217 5.207 1.980 -0.690 0.013 -0.043 0.81
(2.813) (0.391) (5.044) (3.022) (-3.323) (0.915)

ZAIRE 1963-1985 COR 0.218 -0.585 ··1.633 0.261 1.438 -0.604 0.22

(0.740) (-1.560) (-2.139) (0.755) (1.878) (-1. 755)

ORR 0.257 -7.420 ·-1.508 1.516 0.201 -0. 071 0.192 0.001

(0.667) (-2. 179) (-2.203) (0.935) (1.512) (-1. 694)

ZAMBIA 1958-1985 COR 0.465 0.468 -0.570 0.292 1.123 0.140 0.48

(2.521) (2.684) (-1.304) (1.080) (2.556) (-0.492)

ORR 0.200 12.528 -0.308 0.091 0.623 0.023 -0.453 0.29

(2.058) (2.060) (-0.561) (0.120) (3.146) (0.648)

BANGLADESH 1972 -1985 COR -0.291 -0.685 2.476 1.737 -2.436 -2.073 0.38

(--0.456) (-2.150) (1. 348) (1. 750) (.1. 212 ) (-1.941)

ORR -0.598 0.104 --0.744 44.116 0.199 -0.209 0.096 -0.71

(--0.421 ) (0.021) (--0.232) (1.331) (0.804) (-1403)

BURMA 1950·-1985 OLS 0.426 0.096 1.085 -0.600 ·0.668 0762 0.37

(2.859) (0.670) (2.133) (-1.420) (-1.280) (1 800)

ORR 0.665 0.865 2.332 -3.383 ·0.097 0.150 -0.070 0.28

(2.690) (0.461) (2.340) (-1.079) (-0.638) (1.556)

1.Vci1uesmpareatheses areT=rntlosCj�T-96-�signiflcanceat the.[�level).
2.CORis the Cochran - OrcuttGenerali zedLeastSquares regression procedure.
3.OLSis the Ordinary Least Squares regression procedure.
4.ORRis theOrdinaryRidge Regression procedure.
S.Where COR is used for the first equation, ORR for the second equation has also been
adjusted to control for autocorrelation.

----------------

Table2, page 7



Table 2 - Estimated Coeffcients of the VariabJes in Equation (11)

__ ••_______ w _______________ �__________________ •______________

COUNTRY YEARS METHOD o P 5' 8' en am CON. adj. R2n m

-_--- -----_._-------_---- ----------.�.---- _______ d ____________

HONG KONG 1962-1985 OLS 0.224 0_070 1.201 -0.632 -0.877 1.002 0_34
(0-861) (0.375) (1. 071) (--0.955) (-0.825) (1.435)

ORR 0.420 0.205 1.887 -11.236 -0.003 0_073 -0_018 0.22
(1.569) (0.340) (1.368) (-0.646) (-0.310) (1.550)

INDIA 1950-1985 COR 0.151 -0.109 0.139 0.388 0.557 -0.229 0.60

(1.298) (-0.884) (0.313) (1. 347) (1.184) (-0.784)

ORR 0.298 -2.109 0.379 0.575 0.074 0.015 0.026 0.34

(1.900) (-1.494) (3.284) (0.246) (2.786) (0.572)

IRAN 1955-1983 COR 0.663 -0.061 0.087 0_025 0.306 0.328 0.47

(2.618) (-0.441 ) (0.148) (0.081) (0.764) (1. 340)

ORR 1.262 -0.874 1.130 0.627 0.045 0.109 -0.175 0.33
(4.166) (-0.895) (2.187) (0.843) (1.137) (2_085)

IRAQ 1953-1985 OLS 0.106 -0.031 0.980 0.786 0.471 0.084 0.45
(0.476) (-0.160) (2.674) (1. 743) (2.872) (0.453)

ORR 0.228 -3.517 2.313 1.320 0.175 0.070 0.092 0.35
(0.789) (-0.459) (3.047) (1.587) (3.593) (1.132)

ISREAL 1950-1985 OLS 0_947 -0.383 0.338 0.457 0.242 0.110 0.72
(6.072) (-2.508) (2.492) (2.062) (2.254) (0.645)

ORR 0.622 -L075 0.274 0.479 0.033 0.048 -0.108 0.66
(6.154) (-2.086) (2.302) (2.068) (2.064) (1.304)

I. Values in parentheses are T-ratios (T> 1. 96� signiflcanceat the. 05 level).
2. COR is the Cochran - OrcuttGeneralizedLeast Squares regression procedure.
3. OLS is the Ordinary LeastSquares regression procedure.
4. ORR is the OrdinaryRidge Regression procedure.
S. Where COR is used for the first equation, ORR for the second equation has also been

adjusted to control for autocorrelation. Table2. page 8



Table 2 - Estimated Coeffcients of the Variables in Equat ion (11)

�-.-----

COUNTRY YEARS METHOD 0 P 5' 8' en 13m CON. adj. R2n m

-----_._-------

JAPAN 1951-1985 COR 1.904 -0.076 -0.419 -1.041 0.455 1.118 0.49

(4.885) ( -0.684) (-0.755) (-0.714) (0.847) (0.770)

ORR ·-0.022 -0.942 -1.850 -11.560 0.730 0.117 0.071 0.01

(0.364) (-0.775) (--1.007) (-1.568) (2.224) (1.850)

JORDAN 1954-1985 OLS 0.186 -0.090 -1. 748 1.771 1.971 -1405 0.22

(1.108) ( -0.523) (--1. 890) (1.855) (2.146) (-1490)

ORR 0.144 -0.542 -2.699 7.501 1.083 -0.474 0.028 0.09

(0.813) (-0.155) (-1.523) (1. 716) (2.018) (--1. (44)

S.KOREA 1953-1985 OLS 0.278 0.140 ·-0.708 -0.528 1.007 0.579 0.35

(1.272) (0.651) (-0.854) (-0.708) (1.384) (0.915)

ORR 0.129 0.297 0.124 ·-0.019 0.424 0.075 0.018 0.28

(1.525) (0.260) (0.114) (-0.008) (2.037) (1.802)

KUAIT 1961-1985 OLS ·-0.013 0.223 -0.450 -0.108 0.453 -0.185 -0.09

(-0.047) (0.776) (-0.797) (-0.254) (0.697.> (-0.511)

ORR -0.033 0.373 -0.255 -1. 162 0.0221 -0.027 0.007 -0.24

( -0.183) (0.738) (-0.235) (-0.867) (0.739) (-0 747)

MALAYSlJ\ 1955 -1985 OLS 0.306 0.186 -2.265 0.340 2.826 -0.324 0.46

(1.389) (0.822) (-2.142) (0.646) (2.n6) (-0.635)

ORR 0.146 1.959 -6.036 2.961 1.290 -0.075 -0.050 0.36

(1.036) (0.500) (-1. 786) (0.465) (2.927) (-0.550)

1.ValuesinpareUtheses aceT-ratio-S(t;-r�9K�sIglU11cancea1"the .05 level).
2.CORis the Cochran- OrcuttGeneralizedLeast Squares regression procedure.
3.OLSis the Ordinary Least Squares regression procedure.
4.ORRis the OrdinaryRidge Regression procedure.
5.Where COR is used for the first equation, ORR for the second equation has also been
adjusted to control for autocorrelation. Table2, page 9



Table 2 - Estimated Coeffcients of the Var i ab Ies in Lquat ion ( 1 J )

- _- __ ._- -----.-.-----------------�-----�--- -- _ .. __ .. -_._._ - - .--- _. -_- --- ----._ -- -----

COUNTRY Y:EARS MbiHOD (:( P 8' 5' On 8m CON. adj. R20 m

---.-.--- ._ .._- __._------------------------------_
.. _. --- --------_._----------

NEPAL 1960-1985 OLS -0.148 0.222 0.585 0.439 -0.390 -0.737 0_052

(-0.531) (0.807) (0.919) (0.673) (-0.454) (-1.130)

ORR -0.049 1.182 0.356 2.756 0.008 -0.051 0.004 -0.08

(-0.266) (0.793) (1.252) (- 0.227) (0.392) (-1.487)

OMAN 1970-1985 OLS 0.3307 -0.357 0.826 0.790 -0.256 -0.569 0.87

(1.945) (--2.013) (4.685) (3.359) (-1.299) (-2. 11 7)

ORR 0.504 -4.201 0.869 2.086 0.063 0.133 0.1122 0.76

(2.739) (-1. 963) (4.627) (3.456) (-1. 173) (--1. 826)

PAKISTAN 1950-1985 COR 0.378 0.290 -0.644 --0.852 1.150 0.958 0.68

(2.881) (2.299) (-0.748) (2.441) (1. 296) (2.531 )

ORR 0.379 0.842 -0.005 -6.442 0.189 0.176 -0.028 0.59

(3.168) (2.448) (-0.011) (--1.990) (2.076) (2.489)

PHILIPPINES 1950-1983 OLS 0.078 0.253 -1.080 -0.033 1.512 0.260 0.28

(0.399) (1. 629) (-1.283) (0.076) (1. 798) (0.5844)

ORR -0.051 1.340 -0.562 1.257 0.324 0.014 0.015 0.194

(-0.357) 0.923) (-0.668) (0.331) (2.301) (0_ 368)

SAUDIARAB. 1961-1985 OLS -0.987 0.284 0.043 O. J09 -0.175 -0.303 0.63

(-·6.3329) (1. 775) (0.192) (0.585) (-0.761) (--1.566)

ORR -0.669 3.187 0.115 0.688 -0.015 -0.072 0.033 0.49

(-6.257) (1.481) (0.142) (0.525) (-0.614) (-1.262)

r:-\Tatuesin pare-ntheses areT-ratios (T> 1�96--�slgruflcanceat the .05 level).
2.CORis the Cochran - OrcuttGeneralizedLeastSquares regression procedure.
3.OLSis the Ordinary Least Squares regression procedure.
4.ORRis the OrdinaryRidge Regression procedure.
5.Where COR is used for the first equation, ORR for the second equation has also been
adjusted to control for autocorrelation.

------ -----�- .. -.----

Table2, page 10



J ab te 2 - Estimated Cocffcients of the Variables in [quat ion (11)

COUNTRY YEARS MErI[()[) o p 8' cS' en 13m CON. adj. R20 m

----------------------_- ---. --------� _ .. -- ---._

SINGAPORE 1967-1985 OLS 0.486 -0.198 0.776 -0.867 -0.828 1.309 0.11

(1.776) (-0.748) (0.549) (-1.149) (-0.561) (2 021)

ORR 0.387 -3.273 0.705 -1. 139 -0.009 0.138 -0.028 -0.14

( 1.565) (-0.663) (0.440) (-0.538) (-0.125) (2 123)

SRILANKA 1958-1985 COR 0.163 -0.120 0.625 -0.456 0.223 0349 0.73

(1.071) (-·0.712) (2.133) (-0.598) (0. nl) (0.474)

ORR 0.208 -0.649 0.970 -4.753 0.246 0006 0.016 0.59

( 1.388) (-0.475) (2.973) (-0.495) (2.700) (0 162)

SYRIA 1960-1985 OLS 0.496 -0.332 0.5334 -0.023 0.115 0.3441 0.38

(2.864) (-1.842) (1. 607) (-0.045) (0.393) (0.753 )

ORR 0.975 -10.183 1.706 0.382 0.064 0055 0.214 0.20

(2.927) (-1.525) (2.044) (0.525) (1. 256) (l 210)

TAIWAN 1953-1985 OLS 0.215 0.128 0.446 0.069 0.386 0253 0.68

(1.123) (0.750) ( 1.028) (0.156) (0.971) (0 598)

ORR 0.239 1.151 1.971 1.888 0.609 0175 -0.072 0.60

( 1.470) (0.947) (3.949) (1. 184) (4.225) (l 937)

THA[LAND 1950-1935 COR 0.599 0.074 -2.843 0.874 2.698 -0 825 0.59

(4.628) (0.712) (-4.981) (1. 664) (5.198) (-1 542)

ORR 0.528 1_354 ·-8.951 10.218 0.902 ·0054 -0.068 0.29

(3.342) (0.870) (-2.856) (0.836) (3.215) (-0443)

1.\raIuesinparentlie.�s art?f-ratios (1�;T96-:-Sigruflcanceat-the .05 level).
2.CORis the Cochr-an - OrcuttGeneralized Least Squares regression procedure.
3.OLSis the Ordinary Least Squares regression procedure.
4.ORRis the OrdinaryRidge Regression procedure.
5.Wht.."reCOR is used for the first t.'quati00 , ORR for the second equaii00 has also been

adjusted to control for autocorrelation. Table2, page 11



Table 2 - Estimated Coeffcients of the Variables tn Equation (J J)

_-_.- -.- ----------.�------------

COUNTRY YEARS MEfHOD ex p 8' 8' On 8m CON. adj. R2n m

-�-�--------.-------.--------.-.-------- ---�.--,-- -_._------_-------_-._ .. _--------_-_-

U.A.E. 1972 ·1985 OLS 0.626 0.796 ·-0.238 0.911 0.089 -1. 084 0.49
( 1.638) (3.162) (--0.560 ( 1.203) (0.223 ) (-1.952)

ORR 1.134 0.933 -1.52 L 3.270 0.003 -0.056 -0.385 0.06
(1.996) (2.806) (--0.658) (1.484) (0.533) (-1.616)

AUSTRIA 1950-1985 OLS 0.2n 0.397 1.587 -0.298 -1.146 0.818 0.29
( 1.187) (2.542) (2.175) (-·1.641) (-·1.526) (3.406)

ORR 0.048 3.060 4.248 3.541 ·0.409 0.021 0.012 0.19
(0.484) (2.278) (2.406) (-1. 624) (-1. 064) (3.252)

BELGIUM 1950-1985 OLS 0.802 -0.030 -2.228 ·1.140 2.289 1.130 0.49
(5.181) (-0.201 ) (-1. 854) (-2.031) (1. 910) (2.008)

ORR 0.516 0.265 A.295 ·5.466 0.469 0.149 -0.088 0.42
(5.026) (0.2119) (-.1. 717) (-1. 931) (1.856) (1. 859)

CYPRUS 1964-1985 01..5 1.094 -0.304 2.775 0.753 -2.386 ·0.802 0.82
(9.245) (-2.458) (4.151) (1.952) (-3.658) (-2.083)

ORR 1.868 -4.109 20.984 26.426 ·2.944 -0.391 -0.5332 0.74
(8.966) (-1.962) (4.052 ) (1.852) (-3.413) (-1. 954)

DENNlARK 1950-1985 COR 1.513 -1.378 ·0.400 -0.350 0.789 0.686 0.81
0.339) (-4.661 ) (.1. 015) (- 0.858) (1. 931 ) (1 519)

ORR 0.208 ·2.953 -5.029 1.620 1.194 0.022 -0.018 0.23
(3.194) (-2.477) (-3.644) (0.508) (4.153) (0.295)

L\Taluesln parellth·esesaref�ratios(t-;T:96�s-1gn1flcanceat the�[�le\;el).------·
2. COR is the Coch....an - OrcuttGenerali zedl.eastSquares regression procedure.
3. 0LS is the Ordinary Least Squares regression procedure.
4. ORR is the Ordinary Ridge Regression procedure.
5. Where COR is used for the first equation, ORR for the second equationhas also been

adjusted to control for autocorrelation. Table 2 , page 12



Table 2 -- Estimated Coeffcients of the Variables in Equat ion (I I)

- ---�.---. ---- _- �.----.-- .. ------.---- ------.-
---.-. ---

COUNTRY YEARS METHOD o p ()IO 8' On em CON. adj R2m

--------------_._------------------

--_--- .-. --- -- -_- -- _-_---__ .. ------------- .-. ----

FlNDLAND 1950-1985 OLS 0.379 - 0.087 .-1. 347 -0.708 0.831 0.526 0.26

(2.199) (-0.528) (-1.413) (-0.692) (0.856) (0.521 )

ORR 0.305 ·-0.082 -5.658 -4.213 0.167 0.040 -0.048 0.17

(2.786) (-0.058) (-2.398) (-1.299) (0.566) (0.809)

FRANCE 1950-1985 COR 1.563 0.086 -1.106 0.911 1.065 0.889 0.75

(8.641) (0.713) (-3.292) (2.797) (2.917) (-2.493)

ORR 0.143 3.562 -3.604 0.842 0.497 -0.017 -0.029 0.43

(3.099) (7.748) (-3.427) (1.012) (3.699) (-0.345)

W.GERMANYI950-1985 COR 1.333 -0.701 0.626 -0.501 -0.718 0.335 0.85

(10.519) (4.109) (1.346) (-2.075) (-1.443) (1.788)

ORR 0.560 -0.020 4.029 -2.450 -0.432 0.115 -0.128 0.50

(5.223) (-0.028) (4.376) (-3.491) (·-3.824) (5.752)

GREECE 1950-1985 COR 2.027 0.131 0.301 -1.405 -0.608 1.327 0.70

(6.872) (0.723 ) (0.459) (-2.149) (-0.859) (2.077)

ORR 0.279 0.593 -2.716 -4.129 -0.007 0_145 -0.0.15 0.07

(2.905) (0.325) (-0.883) (-1.256) (-0.021) (1.018)

IRELAND 1950-1985 OLS 0.327 -0.190 -1. 334 -0. 115 1.877 0.632 0.32

(0.989) (-0.540) (-0.659) (-0.095) (0.985) (0.506)

ORR 0.128 -0.690 0.291 0.867 0.323 0.022 -0.009 0.27

(1.280.) (-0.906) (0.327) (0.733) (2.044) (1.104)

1.Values in parenth'eses are T-ratios 0;-;1. 96 =: sign1flcanceat-th---e:(4) level).
2.CORis the Cochr-an - OrcuttGeneralizedLeastSquares regression procedure.
3.0LSis the Ordinary Least Squares regression procedure.
4.ORRis the OrdinaryRidge Regression procedure.
S.Where COR is used for the first equation, ORR for the second equarionhas also been
adjusted to control for autocorrelation.

---------.------.--.- --.--------

Table2, page 13



Table 2 - Estimated Coeffcients of the Variables in Equation (11)

---*---

COUNTRY YEARS METHOD 0 (3 ()' ()' On em CON. adj. R2n m

_ ..
_---------------_._-- ------------- ------_ .._----_.__ . __

------_._----------_. -.--------

ITALY 1950-1985 COR 1.100 -0.362 1.646 ·0.173 -1.348 0.037 0.60

(7.074) (·1.776) 0.281) (--0. 110) (1. 1 74) (0.034 )

ORR 0.652 -2.451 10.040 -2.731 -1. 282 0.038 -0.118 0.49

(5.945) (-1.219) (4.179) (-0.534) (-3.209) (0.279)

LUXEMB 1950-1985 OLS 0.305 0.220 0.542 -0.190 ·0.645 -0. 116 0.07

(1.381) (1. 103) (0.473) (--0.777) (-0.561) (·0.508)

ORR 0.182 1.572 ·0.213 -1.524 -0.044 -0002 -0.032 -0.003

(1.477) (1.227) (-0.221) (0.883) (·0.584) (-0.671)

NETHERLAND 1950-1985 OLS 0.873 -0.206 1.306 -0.482 -0.811 0.717 0.66

(5.638) (-1.326) (3.245) (0.534) (-2.043) (0.771)

ORR 0.475 -1.042 4.205 0.065 -0.303 0.062 -0.083 0.61

(5.972) (-0.847) (3.330) (0.030) (-1.610.) (0.721)

NORWAY 1950-1985 OLS 0.059 -·0.139 -0.446 0.183 0.826 -0.100 0.23

(0.296) (--0.456) (-0.368) (0.258) (0.702) (-0.138)

ORR 0.021 -0.196 0.906 0.509 0.216 -0.001 0.021 -0.04

(0.179) (-0. 138) ( 1.373) (0.547) (2.042) (-0.019)

PORTUGAL 1950-1985 OLS 0.305 -0.126 -0.680 0.348 0.675 -0.316 0.28

( 1.525) (-0.557) (-1.626) (0.769) (1. 879) (-0.696)

ORR 0.228 -0.991 -1.329 0.957 0.211 -0.020 -0.002 0.18

(1. 783) (-1. 344) (-1.404) (0.996) (1.897) (-0.541)

r.Valuesmparentheses areT�ratios(t> 1�96-:_-signil1canceat·the�[�neveIf"-----------
2.CORis the Cochran - OrcuttGeneralizedl.eastSquures regression procedure.
3.OLSis the Ordinary LeastSquares regression procedure.
4.ORRis the OrdinaryRidge Regression procedure.
S.Where COR is used for the first equation, ORR for the second equation bas also been
adjusted to control for autocorrelation. Table2, page 14



Table 2 - Estimated Coeffcients of the Var tab Ies in Equation (11)

COUNTRY YEARS METHOD o r� s' 8' en am CON. adj. R2n m

____ � __ . ___ . _____ ._- _________�____________ R_

SPAIN 1950-1985 OLS 0.424 -0.199 1.247 0.132 -0.433 0.513 0.45

(2.268) (··1.302) (0.821) (0.047) (-0.288) (1.704 )

ORR 0.462 -5.083 4.200 2.037 0.317 0.053 -0.024 0.39

(2.435) (-1.445) (3.027) (0.429) (2.472) (1.871)

SWEDEN 1950-1985 OLS 0.125 -0.099 -1.088 0.831 1.335 -0.833 0.06
(0.455) (-·0.310) (-1.071 ) (D.518) (1.323) (-0.526)

ORR 0.111 -·0.299 -0.934 1.055 0.425 -0.039 -0.001 -0.03

(0.960) (-·0.179) (--0.923) (1.023) (1. 799) (-0.648)

SWrrZE'R. 1950-1985 OLS 0.266 0.496 -0.056 -1.055 0.637 0.836 0.35

(1.457) (3.110) (-0.051) (-1.134) (0.060) (0.944)

ORR 0.151 1.978 0.945 -3.356 -0.015 0.021 -0.028 0.28

( 1.273) (3.409) (0.417) (-1.567) (-0.145) (0.475)

TURKEY 1950-1985 OLS 0.281 0.346 0.984 0.388 1.168 -0.220 0.13

(1.357) (1. 637) (--1.045) (0.525) (1.271) (-0 296)

ORR 0.294 6.895 -1.111 3.102 0.365 0.009 -0.188 0.05

(1.119) (1. 908) (-0.656) (0_855) (1.540) (0.100)

U.K. 1950-1985 OLS 0.464 -0.059 -0.449 0.333 0.553 -0 236 0.10
(2.012) (-0.317) (-0.170) (0.203) (0.193) (-0.165)

ORR 0.268 -0.145 0.042 0.070 0.011 -0.001 -0.02 0.02
(2.783) (-0.140) (0.203) (0.294) (0.266) (0.057)

1.VaJuesin pare-ntheses ace T-ratios (1'> 1.96 = signiftcc.lnceat the. 05 level).
-------.----- .. --_.- .. ---

2.CORis the Cochran -. OrcuttGenerali zedLeast Squares regression procedure.
3.OLSis the Ordinary Least Squares regression procedure.
4.ORRis theOrdinaryRidge Regression procedure.
5.Where COR is used for the first equation, ORR for the second equation has also been
adjusted to control for autocorrelation. Table2, page 15



Table 2 - Estimated Coeffcients of the Variables in Equation (11)

COUNTRY YEARS METHOD o p 0' 0' On 8m CON. adj. R2n m

.._-----_. -.--

CANADA 1950-1985 COR 0.841 -0.512 0.135 0.836 -0.039 -0.790 0.62
(6.327) (-2.384) (0.159) (2.683) (-0.047) (-1. 60\�)

ORR 0.899 ·1.486 1.002 2.381 0.019 -0049 -0.162 0.45

(0.163) (0.580,) (1. 324) (0.950) (0.144) (0.031)

COSTARICA 1950-1985 OLS OA51 0.320 ·0.390 0.193 0.691 0.111 0.29
(2.763) (2.071) (--0.454) (0.624) (0.819) (0.388)

ORR 0.559 1. 781 0.334 0.739 0.132 0.007 -0.097 0.20

(2.751) (2.135) (0.7761) (0.731) (1.507) (0910)

DOM.REP. 1958-1985 COR 0.419 0.556 0.421 ··0.309 -0.038 0.039 0.43

(2.785) (3.467) (0.945) (-0.983) (-O.OBO) (0.176)

ORR 0.387 6.258 0.741 -4.578 0.030 0002 -0. 191 0.02

(2.402) (2.042) (1. 660) (-1.490) (0.684) (0.176)

ELSALVADOR 1950-1984 COR 0.373 -0.0122 0.641 0.238 ·0.197 0.054 0.20
(2.324) (··0.092) (1. 117) (0.382) (·0.205) (0 224)

ORR 0.667 0.226 0.776 0.5117 0.035 0.005 -0.031 0.08
(2.625) (0.467) (2.951) (1.762) (1.414) (1.385)

GUATEMAl.A 1950-1985 (X)R 0.313 0.275 0.978 -0.258 -0.697 o 146 0.50
(2.235) (2.198) (0.911) (-0.851) (-0.652) (0511)

ORR 0.456 5.311 0.554 -14.083 0.046 0.050 -0.162 0.54
(3.409) (2.155) (0.845) (-3.249) (0.964) (2.001 )

1.VaJuesUlparentheses are t-ratios (f; r 96'�. significanceat the.05 level).
2.CORis the Cochran - OrcuttGeneralizedl.eastSquares regression procedure.
3.OLSis the Ordinary Least Squares regression procedure.
4.ORRis the Ordinary Ridge Regression procedure.
S.Where COR is used for the first equation. ORR for the second equationhas also been
adjusted to control for autocorrelation.

-_._"_-- --------

Table2. page 16



Tab Ie 2 - Estimated Coeffc ients of the var ran Jes in Equation ( J J )

--------------------_-_-----------_.-._--_
.._-----------

COUNfRY YEARS METHOD ex p ()' n 8' en 13m CON. adj R2m

.____ ._________ � __ ._w_______ .___ . __

HAITl 1960-1985 OLS 0.160 0.062 -1.458 0.197 1.907 -0.407 0.09
(0.558) (0.231) (-0.816) (O.193 ) (1. 036) (-0.385)

ORR 0.188 1.815 ·-0.059 -4.196 0.231 -0.016 -0.0332 -0.003
(0.702) (0.311) (-0.05S) (-0.275) ( 1.595) (-0.159)

HONDURAS 1950-1985 OLS 0.543 0.319 -0.226 -0.924 0.285 0.737 0.32
(3.704) (2.001 ) ( - O. 399) ( -2. 186) (0.518) (1. 858)

ORR 0.635 2.933 0.061 -5.831 0.046 0.043 -0.147 0.22

(3.4n) (1.597) (0.103) (-2.130) (0.614) (1.509)

JAMAICA 1962-1985 COR 0.505 -0.063 .-1. 341 -0.331 1.241 0.275 0.84
(3.566) (-0.063) (-5.203) (-2.032) (4.089) (1.042)

ORR 0.426 0.017 -5.140 -10.467 0.634 0.003 -0.061 0.54
(3.518) (0.009) ( - 3. 961 ) (-1. 761) (3.594) (0.206)

MEXICO 1950-1985 COR 0.662 -0.028 -0.408 -0.301 0.801 0.226 0.63

(4.004) (-0.250) (-1.293) (·0.500) (2.756) (0.403)

ORR 0.475 0.423 -2.737 -·0.617 0.478 0.005 -o.on 0.39
(3.931 ) (1. OS 1) (-1.581) (-0.045) (4.020) (0.118)

NICARAG 1961-1984 OLS 0.697 -0.077 0.036 0.530 0.019 -0.396 0.67
(3.589) (-0.541 ) (0.120) (2.585) (0.052) (-1.963 )

ORR 1.126 -0.706 0.366 1.355 -0.041 -0.017 -0.106 0.54
(4.596) (-0.373) (0.575) (2.523) (-0.738) (-2.121)

1.Values in parentheses are T -rarios (t> 1�96-:-sIgnlficanceat the'. 05 level).
2.CORis the Cochran - OrcuuGeneralizedLeast Squares regression procedure.
3.OLSis the Ordinary Least Squares regression procedure.
4.ORRis the OrdinaryRidge Regression procedure.
5.Where COR is used for the first equation.Okk for the second equationhas also been
adjusted to control for autocorrelation. Table2. page 17



Table 2 - Estimated Coeffcients of the var tab res in Equation (11)

-.--�----.---'.---. ----

COUNTRY YEARS :METHOD (X p 8' 8' On 8m CON. adj. R2n m

----------.---- .. -��--�-.------------- ..----.----- .. -----------.--.-.--.-----

PANAMA 1962-1985 OLS 0.141 0.303 ·-0.423 -0.301 0.785 0.638 0.41
(0.631) (1.444 ) (-0.485) (-0.440) (0.894) (0.991). .

ORR 0.118 3.923 0.241 1.462 0.185 0.047 -0.093 0.29
(1.142) (2.216) (0.674) (0.371) (1. 708) (1. 746)

TRIN.&TOB. 1963-1985 OLS -0.151 -0.099 0.975 0.031 -0.327 0.204 0.19

(--0.622 ) ( -0.448) (0.703) (0.062) (-0.246) (0.458)

ORR ·-0.051 -0.800 0.872 -0.157 0.078 0.008 0.023 0.05

(-0.319) (-0.592) (2.506) (-0.038) (1. 904) (0.930)

U.S.A. 1950-1985 OLS 0.842 0.252 0.160 0.233 0.097 -0.093 0.69

(7.832) (2.188) (0.421) (0.598) (0.249) (-0.289)

ORR 1.115 1. 787 0.236 0.136 0.011 0.005 -0.234 0.62
(7.986) (2.134) (0.920) (0.636) (0.62 t) (0.266)

ARGENTINA 1959-1985 COR 1.019 -·0.405 -1.562 -1.916 1.105 1.516 0.67

(6.241) (-2.639) (-4.055) (-2.238) (2.899) (1.88 L)

ORR 1.052 -22.459 -2.636 -13.881 0.192 0.147 0.102 0.44

(6.337) ( -2.552) (-3.638) (-1.675) (2.856) (1. 083)

BOLIVJA 1956-1985 OLS 0.434 -0.197 0.900 0.078 -0.659 0.019 0.85

(4.401) (-2.252) (5.815) (0.545) (-4.740) (0.138)

ORR 0.484 -4.162 2.011 1.043 -1. 107 0.007 0.057 0.80
(5.036) ( -2.201) (5.903) (0.358) (-4.607) (0.314)

1.Values in parentheses are T -ratios (T;t.96�slgnificanceat 'the .05 leven.
--- ----------

2.CORis the Cochran - OrcuttGeneralizedLeast Squares regression procedure.
3.OLSis the Ordinary Least Squares regression procedure.
4.ORRis the OrdinaryRidge Regression procedure.
5.Where COR is used for the first equation I ORR for the second equationhas also been
adjusted to control for autocorrelation. Table2, page 18



1 ab I e 2 - Es timated Coe f f c j en t5 0 f the Var i ab 1 e5 j n EQua t ion ( I I )

-------------------_ .._---------------_ .._-----_ .. _--

COUNTRY YEARS METHOD o P cSt 8'm On am CON. adj. R211

_._------_._-------_ .•_._-

BRAZIL 1955-1984 OLS 0.503 -0.167 0.201 0_043 ·-0.010 -0.075 0.18
(2.453) (-0.645) (0.277) (0.102) (-0.016) (-0.176)

ORR 0.441 -0.682 0.644 -0.527 0.118 -0.014 -0.031 0.02
(2.637) (-0.345) (1.219) (-0.199) (1.113) (-0.142)

CHILE 1957-1985 COR 0.881 -0.193 1.125 0.204 -0.746 -0089 0.86
(7.021) (-0.878) (0.850) (0.969) (-0.628) (-0 210)

ORR 0.687 -5.327 1.795 1.606 0.056 -0 025 -0.087 0.67

(5.064) (-1. 794) (2.515) (l.072) (0.380) (-1. 604)

COLOMBIA 1950-1985 COR 0.752 -0.194 -0.528 -0.034 0.669 0.273 0.40

(4.213) -1.645) (-0.271) (-0.097) (0.344) (0.892)

ORR 0.404 -0.509 0.743 ·0.091 0.075 0.012 -0.026 0.20

(2.536) (-1.413) (2.269) (0.052) (2.058) (1.606)

EQUADOR 1955-1984 COR 0.376 0.241 1.295 0.317 --0.855 0.073 0.31

(1. 794) (1.019) (2.097) (1.597) (-1.479) (0.436)

ORR 0.323 0.684 1.112 1. 917 0.059 -0.001 -0.059 0.23

(1.276) (0.176) (1.748) (1. 953) (0.681 ) (-0.108)

GUYANA 1966·-1985 COR 0.900 -0.353 0.175 -0.008 0.138 -0.074 0.78

(3.513) (-1.801 ) (0.683) (--0.042) (0.469) (-0.297)

ORR 0.513 -2.126 0.088 0.227 0.135 -0.015 -0.133 0.67

(4.426) (-1.416) (0.875) (0.131) (1. 909) (-0.586)

1.Values in parentheses areT -ratlos (T> 1. 96-� significancealdie .05 level).
2.CORis the Cochran - Orcutt.Generalizedl.eastSquares regression procedure.
3.OLSis the Ordinary Least Squares regression procedure.
4.ORRis theOrdinaryRidge Regression procedure.
5.Where COR is used for the first equation, ORR for the second equaiionhas also been
adjusted to control for autocorrelation. Table2 , page 19



Table 2 - Estimated Coeffcients of the Variables in Equat ion (11)

_._---------._ ---_.

COUNTRY YEARS METHOD ex p S' s' en em CON. adj. R20 m

------�.-----.---.--.-.------.- ..----.--.------

PARAGUAY 1961-1983 COR 1.861 0.094 0.245 -0.574 -0.199 0.604 0.46
(3.178) (0.278) (0.214) (-0.343) (-0.183) (0.343 )

ORR 0.222 2.157 -0.549 -10.487 0.177 0.071 -0.034 ·0.11
(1.744) (0.688) (-0.573) (-2.578) (1.619) (2.049)

PERU 1950-1981 OLS 0.312 -0.129 .. ·1.028 0.199 1.362 -0.202 0.22
(1.821) (-0.774) (--1. 1 74) (0.428) (1.584) (-·0.442)

ORR 0.251 -0.479 -0.439 1.828 0.241 -0.022 0.015 0.12
(1. 708) (-1.014) (-0.606) (0.708) (2.068) (-0.546)

URUGUAY 1961-1985 COR 0.401 0.043 -1.073 0.094 1.254 0.049 -0.09
(1.193 ) (-0.123) (-0.509) (0.114) (0.588) (0.059)

ORR 0.150 1.780 0.408 3.235 0.110 0.052 -0.044 -0.04
(0.883) (-0.757) (0.885) (0.813) (1.352) (0.998)

VENEZUELA 1950-1985 COR 0.077 0.349 -0.033 0.485 -0.101 0.332 0.13

(0.345) (.1. 881) (-0_119) (-1.549) (-0.374) (1. 087)

ORR -0.111 6.017 -0.767 -5.248 0.012 0.040 -0.168 0.191
(--0.814) (4.419) ( - 1. 0 13 ) ( -1. 606 ) (0.214) (1.157)

AUSTRALIA 1950·-1985 OLS 0.686 ·0.049 0.277 0.299 -0.722 0.589 0.51
(4.150) (-0.359) (0.407) (0.451) (-1.087) (-0.883)

ORR 0.466 -0.340 -1.199 -0.598 --0.235 -0.062 -0.087 0.44
(4.483) (-0.442) (-1.006) (-·0.387) (-1.814) (-1.235)

1. VaTues inparentheses areT-ratlos (T>- 1.96�s1goiflc-anceii the.[� level).
2. COR is the Cochran - OrcuttGeneralizedl.east Squares regression procedure.
3. 0LS is the Ordinary Least Squares regression procedure.
4. ORR is theOrdinary Ridge Regression procedure.
5. Where COR is used for the first equati00 , ORR for the second equationhas also been

adjusted to control for autocorrelation. Table2, page 20



Table 2 - Estimated Coeffcients of the Variables in Equation (11)

------
-.---.---�----------. -----.-�

COUNTRY YEARS METHOD Q P 8' 8' en 8m CON. adj. R2n m

---------_._--_._-----------_._-
---- ..-----�.-----------------.----

FUI 1968-1985 COR 0.827 0.396 1.327 1.128 -0.935 -1. 089 0.76
(5.028) (2.813 ) (1.890) (2.593) (-1.351) (-2.670)

ORR 1.030 5.108 3.452 166.219 ··0.248 -0234 -0.305 0.41

(3.766) (2.081) (1.959) (2.026) (-0.752) (-1.844)

INDONESIA 1962··1985 OLS 0.197 0.304 0.069 0.777 0.097 -0580 0.39

(0.802) (1.524 ) (0.061) (1.615) (0.087) (-1.237)

ORR 0.189 7.43 0.286 6.485 0.031 -0.018 -0.141 0.25

(1.692) (1.671) (0.950) (1. 963) (0.955) (-0.778)

NEWZEAL. 1950-1985 COR 0.091 0.388 A.098 1. 911 4.653 -1.492 0.37

(0.715) (3.227) (-1.606) (1.830) (1.678) (-1. 768)

ORR 0.334 1.435 -6.788 3.748 1.700 -0.093 -0.066 0.151

(1.807) (2.337) (-3.409) (3.077) (3.450) (-3.432)

1.Valuesinparentheses are T -ratjos(T-;T�96� slgn1f1canceat the�[�never).
2.CORis the Cochran - OrcuttGeneralizedLeast.Squares regression procedure.
3.OLSis the Ordinary Least Squares regression procedure.
4.ORRis the OrdinaryRidge Regression procedure.
5.Where COR is used for the first equation, ORR for the second equaiionhas also been
adjusted to control for autocorrelation. Table2, page 21



Table 3 - Summary of Results for Equation {II)

S' n S'm en em

Positive

Significant
CoenClents

46 7 28 8

"Negative
Significant
Coencients

2214

8 5 5 2

Total

8

47 30 12 33

Total Sample size = lOS

10
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APPENDIX

This is an Excerpt from Mintz and Huang (1991a) which explains Ridge Regression
in detail.

Tha Ridqa Raqression Estimator

The literature on ridge regression virtually always assumes

that the original variables in the regression equation are being

transformed in the way discussed below.1 This transformation

involves first the standardization of variables so that each

variable has a sample mean 0 and a sample standard deviation 1,

and then the division of each standardized variable by the square

root of (T-1) , where T represents the effective sample size.2

One purpose of this procedure is to make the cross-product matrix

of the transformed independent variables a correlation matrix.

The linear regression equation with p independent variables then

becomes:

t=l, • � • T, (1)

or, in matrix notation, Y = X� + a, where X is a (Txp) matrix of

transformed independent variables and � is a (px1) vector of

standardized regression parameters.3
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It is well known that the OLS estimator is obtained by the

method of least squares (LS), i.e., by unconstrained minimization

of the sum of squared deviations from its expected value, i.e.,

S=(Y-XP)' (Y-XP). By taking the partial derivatives of S with re-

spect to each of the p parameters in (1) , the following p equa-

tions (called normal equations) are obtained:

1 b1 + r12b2 + + r1,pbp = rY1

r21b1 + 1 b2 + + r2,pbp = rY2

(2)

rp, 1b1 + rp,2b2 + ... + 1 bp =

ryp

where rij is the correlation between the ith and jth variables.

Or, in matrix notation, this system of normal equations can

written as (X'X)b=X'Y, where the (pxp) matrix XIX is now the

correlation matrix of p independent variables with l's on its

diagonal and correlations of pairs of independent variables off

the diagonal. The OLS estimator, b, is obtained by solving this

system of equations simultaneously, that is,

(3)

If all the standard assumptions of the linear regression model

are met, then the OLS estimator is the best linear unbiased

estimator (BLUE) with the following covariance matrix:
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Cov(b) = a2 (XIX)-1. (4)

The effect of multicollinearity on OLS estimates is clear.

When perfect multicollinearity exists, XIX cannot be inverted

(because it is singular) and therefore the OLS estimator cannot

be uniquely defined. If near-extreme multicollinearity exists,

then the diagonal elements of (XIX)-1 become very large and thus

tend to inflate some OLS estimates obtained from (3) and inflate

the variances of some OLS regression coefficients obtained from

(4) •

In order to control variance inflation and general instabil

ity associated with OLS when near-perfect multicollinearity

occurs, Hoerl and Kennard (1970a: 58-59) suggested a modification

of the least squares method by minimizing S (the sum of squared

deviations from its expected value) subject to the constraint

that the sum of the squared values of the true parameters piS

equals a positive given number, say �, i.e., plp=�. The partial

derivatives of this Lagrangian problem with respect to each p

parameters produces a system of p normal equations slightly

different from (2):

(1+k) b(k)1 + r12 b(k)2 + + r1,p b(k)p = rY1

r21 b(k)l + ( l+k) b(k)2 + + r2,p b(k)p = rY2

(5)

rp,l b(k)l + rp,2 b(k)2 + ••. + (1+k) b(k)p =

ryp
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where k>O is a constant inversely related to �, and sometimes

called the "shrinkage" parameter since it pulls the OLS estimates

toward the origin.4 Since k is added to the diagonal of the

correlation matrix XIX, this system of normal equations can be

written in matrix notation as (XIX + kI) b(k) = XIY. The ordi

nary ridge regression (ORR) estimator, b(k), is obtained by

solving this system simultaneously, that is:

b(k) = (XIX + kI)-lXIY (6)

Intuitively, ridge regression deals with the multicollinear

ity problem in the following way. When independent variables are

linearly independent of each other, the correlation matrix XIX is

an identity matrix I, with lis on its diagonal and O's off the

diagonal. However, when near-extreme multicollinearity exists,

some off-diagonal elements of XIX become substantially close to

one. The ordinary ridge regression estimator in equation (6)

tackles this problem by adding a positive and relatively small

constant k to the diagonal elements of XIX in order to augment

their size relative to the off-diagonal elements.

Obviously, when k=O, the ridge regression estimator b(k)

collapses to the OLS estimator b, which is known to be unbiased.

When k is greater than zero, b(k) becomes biased because k, a

constant, remains after we take the expected value of b(k).

Therefore, k sometimes is also called the biasing parameter.

More specifically, when k>O and nonstochastic then the expected

8



value and the covariance matrix of b(k) are:

E[b(k)] = (XIX+kI)-1X'Xp (7)

and

Cov[b(k)] = 02 (XIX+kI)-1X1X(XIX+kI)-1. (8)

Hoerl and Kennard (1970a: 60-61) showed that the larger the value

of k, the larger the bias. At the same time, the larger the

value of k, the smaller the variance. The tradeoff between the

size of the variance and the amount of bias hinges therefore on

the value of k. Hoerl et ale (1970a: 62-63) proved that there

always exists a k>O such that b(k) has a smaller mean square

error (MSE) than b.5 The ORR estimator achieves this MSE gain

over the OLS estimator by trading a small bias for a large reduc

tion in the variances.

Since k can be any positive value within a certain range,

the crucial question is how to find an "optimal" value of k which

minimizes the variance with the smallest bias. Hoerl and Kennard

(1970a, 1970b) suggested a method of ridge trace to search for

the optimal value of k. Ridge trace is a two-dimensional plot of

the values of the p estimated ridge standardized regression coef

ficients for different values of k, usually between 0 and "some

reasonable upper limit." The researcher examines the ridge trace

and chooses the smallest value of k when the regression coeffi

cients become stable.6 Unfortunately, the choice of k by visual-
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ly inspecting ridge traces is highly subjective and it is diffi

cult to define when stability is first reached.7

Numerous methods have therefore been suggested as a solution

to the problem of subjectivity involved in ridge regression. An

algorithm for the selection of k which performs quite well in

simulations (Lin and Kmenta, 1982: 493; Amemiya, 1985: 66) was

developed by Hoerl, Kennard, and Baldwin (1975). This formula is

based on an earlier findings by Hoerl and Kennard (1970a) that,

if X'X=I, then a minimum mean square error is obtained if

k=pa2/p'p. Hoerl et ale showed (1975: 106-107) that a reasonable

choice for the selection of k is an estimate of pa2/p'p, that is,

A

k =

p
= P: S2!"i:, b�,

i=l 1 (9)

where p denotes the number of independent variables, S2 is the

OLS estimate of the variance of the error term, and b refers to

the OLS estimates of standardized regression coefficients. Hoerl

et ale (1975) conducted simulations and found that the ORR esti-

mator in equation (6) with biasing parameter k computed from

formula (9) has a high probability of producing estimates superi

or to OLS in terms of mean square error.8 Using ridge regres-

sion, one can therefore separate the effects of individual varia-

bles in a regression equation and is likely to get estimates

superior to those produced by OLS.
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